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: Ahmet Necati Özkan

President’s Message

KITSAB

W

ithin the framework of the general development of tourism sector in the world
and in our country, development and institutionalizing of KITSAB becomes one
of our essential duties and this task has been achieved in the succesful 40 years
past of KITSAB. With its 150 members, KITSAB provides wide scoped services
for tour operators from all over the world and supplies our folk with travel and
holiday possibilities of great variety. We know for certain that we are serving international peace
while fulfilling our assignments. Although the negative pressure of the isolations applied on North
Cyprus are still ongoing, the number of tourist arrivals and occupancy rates are showing a satisfactory trend of increase as a result of the efforts of KITSAB and its members. KITSAB has gone a
succesful evolvement and accepted internationally by becoming members of UFTAA and GATAA
and increasing the number of its members and cooperating tour operators. Acceptance to UFTAA
and becoming the founding member of GATAA were achieved as a result of our awareness that
solidarity, cooperation and partnership with mutual benefits are vital and essential facts of tourism
profession.
In order to reach up its goals, KITSAB works in great harmony with all the authorities such as
North Cyprus Hoteliers Association KITOB, North Cyprus Restaurateurs Association RES-BİR, Cyprus Turkish Tourist Guides Association KITREB and the Ministry of Tourism, Environment and Culture. One of the top priorities of KITSAB is to increase the number, quality and ease of the flights
destined to North Cyprus and for this purpose incentive protocoles has been signed and great
advantages of flight possibilities with reasonable fares have been realized. In order to facilitate
their operations and provide power of competition for its members within the current economical
crisis period, KITSAB launched a web portal project for its small and medium sized members.
Trainings for this operation are going on and all KITSAB members will have their web sites in the
network which is expected to be completed within 2013.
Our unspoiled natural beauties, well preserved historical richness, hospitable folk, delicious kitchen and great variety of possibilities related with special interest tourism for the alternative traveller
make North Cyprus a major destination in all seasons; members of KITSAB will have great pleasure in serving the needs and demands of tour operators from all over the world. Wishing you all
the success and saying a sincere “welcome”.

Orhan Tolun,
President of KITSAB
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Brief
Introduction

C

yprus Turkish Tourism and Travel Agent’s Union KITSAB is a professional non-governmental organization having the status of legal person and it was established by twenty tourism and travel agencies
in 1974. Legal status of KITSAB was arranged under the Law of Tourism and Travel Agencies, law
numbers 25/1978 and 14/1979 and another one, the Law of Cyprus Turkish Tourism and Travel
Agents’ Union, law number 66/1989. By these laws, KITSAB became one of the most important
non-governmental organizations of the Turkish Republic of Northern Cyprus and the leading body of North
Cyprus tourism.
In compliance with these laws, tourism and travel agencies can be established upon the issuance of an operation licence by the Ministry of Tourism, Environment and Culture and they are obliged to become a member
of KITSAB in order to be able to conduct activities of tourism and travel agency business and offer services
specified by and listed in these laws.
According to the above mentioned laws, KITSAB is founded for the purpose of taking such measures, for
insuring the development of the tourism and travel agency profession in harmony with the country’s economy
and tourism sectors, for protecting professional ethics and solidarity and to provide incentives and encouragement for its members through various channels.
KITSAB’s Essential Duties and Principles
Searching the potentials of the domestic and international markes and providing the necessary arrangements
and incentives and working in full cooperation with its members in order to help them enter new markets and
destinations.
Organizing seminars, courses and educational campaigns in collaboration with relevant state offices, universities and other bodies for the staff and employees of the tourism sector and thus contributing to their professional training and experience.
Making requests and offers to the relevant ministries, government offices, municipalities, transportation companies and related associations for the realization of necessary arrangements and solving problems.
Collecting and gathering every possible data and information concerning the local tourism product and international novelties in the tourism sector and conveying them to its members.
Finding solutions for the inter-member, member-partner, hotel-member and member-airline problems in a fair
and definite manner.
Protecting the consumer rights and avoiding unfair competition.
Carrying out all the possible activities and supporting all the necessary precautions for the conservation of the
environment.
Organizing any possible means of publicity for the country’s promotion and touristic marketing and carrying out
public relations campaigns for the achievement of this goal.
Organizational Structure of KITSAB
General Assembly is the ultimate authority within KITSAB’s organizational structure, where all member agencies are represented. General Assembly convenes every two years and also can be invited for an extraordinary
gathering by the majority of the members, the Executive Boars or the ministry dealing with tourism.
Executive Board is the governing organ, responsible for the implementation of decisions taken and programs
adopted by the General Assembly as well as dealing with main issues and daily management through the
central office.
Executive Board has seven members elected by the General Assembly for an office term of two years. Auditing and Discipline Councils are bodies the members of which are also elected by the General assembly.
KITSAB also sets up or participates in committees with taking part with its members to work on regulations,
special fields or subjects, when required.
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Introduction

Tourism and Travel Agencies
Tourism and travel agencies are divided into groups, according to the services they provide;
Group “A” agencies offer and perform all kinds of services specified in the related articles of the laws. Group
“TA” agencies are granted temporary operation licence for a certain period and upon fulfilment of certain
tasks their licences are converted to Group “A”. Group “B” agencies sell all kinds of air and sea transportation tickets and tours arranged by Group “A” and Group “TA” agencies.
KITSAB is a member of UFTAA and GATAA
KITSAB became the founding member of GATAA, Global Alliance of Travel Agents Asociations after its
membership to UFTAA, United Federation of Travel Agents’ Associations (Member No. 411.31.045.002.),
which is acquired after intensive efforts of 38 years. Executive Board of GATAA, in which Ahmet Necati Özkan, Honourary President of KITSAB, has the chair of Secretary General, represents KITSAB in their internet
site with the flag of the TRNC. The founding members of GATAA are Canada, USA, Egypt, Austria, TRNC,
Malaysia, Malawi, India and Yemen travel agency associations.
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ACTIVITIES
					
Kıbrıs Türk Otelciler Birliği,
KITOB Üye Oteller Listesi ( Alfabetik Sıraya
Göre) 					
						
List of Member Hotels of
North Cyprus Hoteliers Association(according to
the alphabetical order)				
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HISTORY

Brief History of Northern Cyprus

•

The Island of Cyprus is the third largest island in the Mediterranean in terms of area. There is no doubt that it is the best
known island in the region both for its natural richness and for its
unparalleled beauties.

•

There are numerous assumptions regarding the origin of the
name ‘Cyprus’. The place referred to as “Alasia” in the written
Egyptian and Hittite works is actually “Cyprus”. Another rumour
is that this name was derived from the name of the daughter
of the famous King of Cyprus, Kinyras. Another one is that the
name might have been derived from the henna blossom. The
most commmonly accepted origin is Cuprum, the Latin word
for copper, and it is related with the abundant mines of the
northwestern areas.
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•

Having a land area of 9521 square kilometers, Cyprus is situated
to the east of the Mediterranean; it is 70 km away from Turkey,
100 km from Syria and 420 km from Egypt.

•

Turkish Cypriots live in the northern and Greek Cypriots live in the
southern part of the Island of Cyprus. North Cyprus holds about
one-third of the island; its population is about 300 thousand. The
capital city of North Cyprus is Nicosia (Lefkoşa), and other major cities are Famagusta (Gazimağusa), Kyrenia (Girne), Morphou
(Güzelyurt) and Trikomo (Iskele).

HISTORY

•

Five Finger Mountain Range stretches all along the coastline
in the northern part of the country and is quite rich in terms of
flora and fauna. Besides the maquis flora, a distinctive feature
of the Mediterranean Region, the range has got tall pine and
cypress forests. The highest point of this mountain range is the
Selvilitepe, which has an altitude of 1017 meters. The mountain range is named after a hill situated just in the heart of the
island, which resembles the five fingers of a man.

•

There is no specific river or stream on the island. Instead, there
are rivers that fill up and rise as the result of the falling rain. The
most famous of these is Kanlıdere, which splits Nicosia.

•

The western part of the country possesses more fertile lands
than the east and in general, agricultural production is carried in
this part. Dry Mesaoria plain is situated in the middle of the country, where dry farming is practiced. Karpas Peninsula stretches
to the far east of the island. Magnificent natural beauties and its
virgin structure fascinate the visitors. The Golden Beach, which is
included in the ten longest beaches in the world, stretches here
for 3,5 kilometers.
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HISTORY

Brief History of Northern Cyprus

•

Starting from archaic ages, the island of Cyprus has been a quite
attractive commercial and military base. Thanks to the people
who had intended to use the island as a spot of all commercial
and military activities, a colourful and rich culture has eventually
emerged.

•

The first settlements known to us date back to the Neolithic
Age (7000-3500 BC). Starting from those times, the island has
constantly changed rulers and particularly played a significant
role in the Mediterranean trade.

•

During the period of the Roman Empire, which conquered the
island from Alexander the Great, the name ‘Cyprus’ was noticed in the written history. It is also known that, far before
them, the civilization of Egypt and their archivals Hittites, also
arrived in the island. Phoenicians, a seafaring tribe, also took
control of the island for some time. After 395 AD, the date
of the split of the Roman Empire, Cyprus remained under the
Eastern Roman or Byzantine Empire. The Byzantine Era has left
numerous long-lasting works in Cyprus.
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•

Following the six-year rule of Isaac Komnenos, who seized control of the island upon the weakening of the Byzantine government, Cyprus fell under the influence of the Crusaders. Richard
the Lion-Heart, probably the best known of all the legendary kings
who set foot on Cyprus, invaded Cyprus during a crusade to Jerusalem, with the aim of having a rest and tasting the wine of the
island that was on everyone’s tongue.

•

The island went through its brightest periods under the Lusignan
dynasty after Templar Knights who bought the island from King
Richard. With the weakening of the Lusignans, Venetians seized
control of the island. The Venetians used the island as a acommercial base, leaving behind, at the same time, quite a good
number of architecturally impressive works.

HISTORY

•

The Ottoman armies began to conquer the island in 1570 and
because of the one-year resistance put up by Famagusta, accepted as one of the most important castle-cities in the world,
the conquest was completed in one year’s time.

•

The island was leased to the British in 1878 by the Ottoman
Sultan. Because the Ottomans entered the First World War on
the side of Germany, Britain officially annexed the island. The
annexation was officially recognized by the new Turkish state
under the terms of the Treaty of Lausanne.

•

As a reflection of the anti-colonialist trend that dominated the
world after the Second World War, the Greek Cypriot Independence movement was launched in 1955, which was opposed by Turkish Cypriots. In the aftermath of this, i.e. in 1959,
Britain, Turkey and Greece signed the Zurich Agreement that
provided for the establishment of a new state in Cyprus and
thus the Republic of Cyprus was established in 1960. This new
republic lasted for three years only, owing to the Greek Cypriot
attempts to master the state. In 1974, attempts to overthrow
President Makarios and unite the island entirely with Greece,
by the nationalist forces that obtained the support of the military junta in Greece was faced by the military landing of Turkey
on the island.

•

Following the Turkish army’s intervention in the northern part
of Cyprus and setting up a control, Turks were assembled in
the north and Greeks in the south and thus the island was
physically divided into two. While the Greek Cypriots refused
to establish a new state and claimed the Republic of Cyprus,
the Turkish Cypriots who gathered in the north established the
Turkish Republic of Northern Cyprus in 1983.

•

Republic of Cyprus that has been turned into a de facto Greek
state in the south of Cyprus still maintains its United Nations
membership today and recognition on behalf of all Cyprus. However, Turkish Republic of Northern Cyprus, constituted by the
Turkish Cypriots, is recognized only by Turkey. Though the parties have carried out long-standing negotiations on the Cyprus
Problem that has been going on for half a century, they have not
managed to achieve a compromise settlement. At these negotiations, while the Greek Cypriot side argues for a return to pre-1974
conditions, the Turkish Cypriot side insist on the establishment of
a new state on the basis of the state of affairs that has emerged
after 1974.
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USEFUL
INFO
Entry regulations
To enter North Cyprus, a valid passport is necessary. For a trip to South
Cyprus, a visa is required which is issued directly at the checkpoints on a
separate piece of paper.

Customs regulations
Each adult is allowed to bring 400 cigarettes or 500 grams tobacco or
50 cigars, 1 liter of wine or spirits and up to 100 cl of perfume. Duty free
shops are at Ercan Airport and the sea ports of Kyrenia and Famagusta.
Exporting antiquities from North Cyprus is strictly forbidden.

Airport Service Buses
A regular and effective bus service between Ercan Airport and the main
towns is operated by modern buses with KIBHAS sign.

Public transport
There are buses from and to the city terminals and minibuses in the cities for the vicinities and taxis which are equipped with meters.

Currency
Turkish Lira is the currency of Northern Cyprus. One Turkish Lira is equal
to 100 kuruş. Exchange rates vary on daily basis. It is recommended
not to change big sums before the beginning of the vacation. A rough
equivalency for GBP is 2.75 TL and for Euro is 2.3 TL.

Electricity
Power in North Cyprus is supplied at 220/240 V. Three-pole plugs are
standard from the time of British colonialism. Adaptors are available in
electrical shops and can also be provided by the hotel receptions.

Car hire
Car rentals are available in all major cities through your travel agency.
To drive in North Cyprus it is necessary to produce an international or
European driving licence. Hired cars have red number plates.

Media
The state television network broadcasts both TV and radio and there
are also several private TV and radio stations which are received via
satellite. There are many newspapers and magazines, predominantly in
Turkish and there are also weekly newspapers in English and monthly
bilingual magazines.

Telephone dialling codes
The dialling code for phone calls from North Cyprus is 00 followed by the
country code (e.g. 44 for England, 1 for USA, 39 for Italy). For calls to
North Cyprus 0090392 must be dialled before the seven digit numbers.
Public telephone booths are to be found everywhere; telephone cards
are available at kiosks. Mobile phone cards can be found through one of
the two networks: Turkcell and Vodafone-Telsim, by dialling 0090 before
the code of the network.
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USEFUL
INFO
Emergencies

Police
: 155
Ambulance : 112
Fire Brigade : 199
Forest Fire
: 177
Coast Guard : 158
Weather
: 166
Pharmacies are labelled with “E” sign.

Traffic
The rule of the road for vehicles is to keep on the left side. Speed limit
is 45 km/h (30 miles) in towns and villages, 65 km/h (40 miles) on highways and 100 km/h (60 miles) on motorways. Take special care on the
motorways, as there are intersections and dangerous accidents could
happen on such spots. Alcohol limit for driving is 0,5 per mill. The police
of North Cyprus published brochures which provide all the necessary
information regarding the traffic and it is available in all tourist information offices.

Public holidays
1 January
23 April

: New Year’s Day
: National Sovereignty
and Children’s Day
1 May
: Labour Day
19 May
: Youth and Sports Day
20 July
: Freedom and Peace Day
1 August
: Turkish Resistance Day
30 August
: Victory Day
29 October
: Turkish Republic Day
15 November : Independence Day (Proclamation of the TRNC)
The dates for the religious holidays Şeker (Ramadan) Bayram and Kurban (Sacrifice) Bayram follow the the Muslim Lunar Calendar and differ
from year to year.

Etiquette
It is not welcomed to visit mosques and other religious places strapless or
in shorts, miniskirts or swimsuits, please remove footwear before entering
the mosques. Mosques which are frequently visited by the tourists hand
out headkerchief to women. It is not advisable to visit a mosque during the
time of prayer; if one does so in spite of everything, women are recommended to wear a headscarf and stay in the back at the allocated places.
During the month of Ramadan, Muslim believers do not eat or drink from
sunrise to sunset; if a friend does not accept an invitation for lunch, it is
not meant to be rude.

Photography
It is forbidden to take pictures of military facilities and along the Green
Line separating North Cyprus from South Cyprus.
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STATISTICS

TOURIST ARRIVALS (EXCEPT TURKEY)
(COMPARISON 2011-2012)
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STATISTICS

HOTELS AND THEIR CAPACITIES
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AIR & SEA

ANADOLU JET
Haydar Aliyev Cad., 13/G Küçük Kaymaklı LEFKOŞA
Tel. + 90 392 225 50 26
Fax. + 90 392 225 49 41
www.turkishairlines.com
ATLAS JET
Ayışığı Evleri, Hirondel Kavşağı, H Blok 2 GİRNE
Tel. + 90 392 815 67 47
Fax. + 90 392 815 62 78
www.atlasjet.com

CORENDON AIRLINES
Ali Rıza Efendi Cad., Necati Hasan Binaları B-9 Ortaköy LEFKOŞA
Tel. + 90 392 227 05 56
Fax. + 90 392 227 02 45
www.akminatravel.com
ONUR AIR
Şehit Ecvet Yusuf Cad., 19/A Yenişehir LEFKOŞA
Tel. + 90 392 444 66 87
Fax. + 90 392 227 26 89
www.onurair.com.tr
PEGASUS AIRLINES
Hasene Ilgaz Sokak, 11-B Köşklüçiftlik LEFKOŞA
Tel. + 90 392 228 73 11
Fax. + 90 392 227 22 90
www.gocyprusxp.com
TURKISH AIRLINES
Haydar Aliyev Cad., 13/G Küçük Kaymaklı LEFKOŞA
Tel. + 90 392 225 50 26
Fax. + 90 392 225 49 41
www.turkishairlines.com
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Air & Sea Transport

AIR & SEA

AKGÜNLER DENİZCİLİK
Yeni Liman Yolu, Candemir 5 Apt., 3 GİRNE
Tel. + 90 392 815 79 29
Fax. + 90 392 815 86 47
www.akgunler.com.tr
FERGÜN DENİZCİLİK
Yeni Liman Yolu, Fergün Apt., 1 GİRNE
Tel. + 90 392 815 17 70
Fax. + 90 392 815 19 89
www.fergun.net
FİLO DENİZCİLİK
Dr. Fazıl Küçük Bulv., Candemir 5 Apt., 7 GİRNE
Tel. + 90 392 816 02 60
Fax. + 90 392 816 02 59
www.filoshipping.com
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NICOSIA

			

The Heart of Cyprus

NICOSIA
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NICOSIA

N

icosia has been the capital of Cyprus since the 11th century. Encircled by strong fortress walls built by the Venetians in the 16th century and renowned for its fabled and
mysterious past, today’s Lefkoşa (Turkish name of the city)
blends its historic past brilliantly with the bustle of a modern city.

Within the labyrinth of the past, the capital of Cyprus had moved from
Salamis to Lapta (Lambousa) and then to Larnaca; but the longest duration of being the administrational centre is possessed by Nicosia. From
ancient times to the present day, the name of this wonderful loom of various civilizations had many alterations: Lidra, Levkonteon, Kermia, I Hora
or Şeher (both mean ‘the city’), Levkosia, Nicosia and at last Lefkosia or
Lefkoşa.
The central part of the city is surrounded by a perfect circular wall with
eleven imposing bastions. The circumference of this circle is about 5000
meters and the radius of it is 840 meters. One of the three entrances
of the city (northwards) is Kyrenia Gate (Porta del Provveditore / Girne
Kapısı) with its stone tablets dating back to Venetian Era, Ottoman Reign
and British Colonial Period telling us the rich past of the city. Mevlevi
Museum (former Tekke of the whirling dervishes of the Mevlevi Order of
Rumi) houses a mausoleum of the old Sheiks’ tombs, some artifacts of
this sufic sect and Ottoman tombstones of artistic value.
Atatürk Square which was known as Konak or Sarayönü Square in old
times has a social and commercial importance. The Venetian Column or
Dikilitaş (Obelisk) in the centre of the square was brought from Salamis
and erected as a symbol of the Venetian Rule. On top of the 6 m. high
column, a bronze orb had been placed by the British for replacing the lost
St. Mark’s Lion of the Venetians. Coat of arms of a noble Venetian family,
some ornaments and inscriptions are displayed on the pedestal and the
base of the column.
On your way to Great Khan, you will pass by Great Hamam and its gothic
semicircular arch will charm you. The Great Khan, a medieval caravenserai
(sort of hotel) was built by Muzaffer Pasha, an Ottoman General and Governor of the Island in 1572. This rectangular, two-storeyed building has
some 70 rooms which are used by local artists, painters, potters, sculptors, a shadow theatre performer and souvenir and handicrafts shops. In
the interior courtyard, there is a picturesque octagonal tower used for
prayers in old times, a fountain for ablution and a beautiful cafeteria where
one can taste local dishes. In the vicinity, there is another typical khan
dating back to the end of 17th century, Kumarcılar (Gamblers) Khan having 52 rooms in two storeys.

One of the most important historical monuments in Nicosia is the Selimiye Mosque (Cathedral of Saint Sophia) which was built within a long
period between 1209 and 1340. In spite of many severe earthquakes
and fierce battles, the building survived its magnificence as a result of
the skillful medieval architects of Gothic Art and furthermore, converting it to a mosque without much interference to the original appearance
saved the building and help its existence. Below the floor and in some
chambers, well preserved tombstones of knights, priests and dignitaries of the Lusignan Period can be seen. Neighbouring the mosque, Bedestan (covered market), formerly St. Nicholas Church of the English
with its charming gothic portal will attract your attention. The Library
of Sultan Mahmud II, where historic and valuable books were housed
once, was built in 1829.
In Haydarpasha Mosque, the former St. Catherine Church, the two fine
richly carved doorways and two long lancet type windows of gothic
style and the fine tall minaret are worth photographing. Well restored
building serves as an art gallery today.
Arabahmet Mosque is an imposing monument covered with a large and
three smaller domes. Built by one of the conqueror generals of the Ottoman Army, Arab Ahmet Pasha, it dates back to the 17th century.
The courtyard houses many important tombs including the Kamil Pasha’s, a Cypriot who acted as the Grand Vizier of the Ottoman Palace
for four times and an octagonal ablution fountain. Dervish Pasha Mansion, situated in the Arab Ahmet Quarter, is a two-storeyed, typical,
well preserved Ottoman Konak dating back to 1807 and serving as an
ethnographical museum today.

Worth Visiting
Armenian (Notre Dame de Tyre Church), Selimiye Mosque (St. Sophia
Cathedral), Bedestan (St. Nicholas Church), Büyük (Great) Hamam
(St. George of the Latins Church), Haydarpasha Mosque (St. Catherine Church), Chapter House, Latin Archbishopric Palace, Lusignan
House, City Walls and the Bastions, Venetian Column (Dikilitaş), Kyrenia Gate (Porta del Provveditore / Girne Kapısı), Aziz Efendi Tekke,
Yeni Cami, Büyük (Great) Khan, Mevlevi Tekke Museum, Kumarcılar
(Gamblers) Khan, St. Lucas Church, Sachaklı (Eaved) House, Dervish
Pasha Mansion, Turunchlu (Fethiye) Mosque, Iplik Pazari Mosque,
Sultan Mahmud II Library, Arabahmet Mosque, Atatürk (Sarayönü)
Square, Victoria (Ş. Salahi Şevket) Street, Laleli Mosque, Goechmenkeuy Bridge, Sarayönü Mosque, Samanbahche (Shaban Pasha)
Quarter, Municipal Market (Bandabouliya), Lapidary Museum, Private
Ethnographical Museum in Yenişehir.
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FAMAGUSTA

Great Historical Open Air Museum

FAMAGUSTA
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FAMAGUSTA

F

amagusta, one of the most important historical
ports in the Eastern Mediterranean has been an
eyewitness for the history of Levant with its
past dating back to 2500 years of time. Today,
the historical port acts as the host of the biggest university ün North Cyprus, Eastern Mediterranean University.

The second largest city of North Cyprus, is believed to have
been founded in the fifth century BC. The ancient Greek
name of the city “Ammochostos” means ‘the place concealed in the sands’ and it defines the general appearance
of the city.
Salamis, the most significant city of Cyprus and the entire
eastern Mediterranean was set ablaze and destroyed by
Arab raiders in mid 7th century AD, the fleeing inhabitants
migrated to Famagusta and expanded the city. The second
human flood took place in late 13th century, an influx of
Christian refugees fleeing after the downfall of Accra in
Palestine during the Crusades, transformed this tiny settlement into one of the richest cities in Christendom. Genoesens seized the city in 1372 and it fell to the Turks in 1571
after a siege which took one year.
The once so called ‘city of 365 churches’, ravaged by severe wars and earthquakes is now only partially inhabited,
but it still contains beautiful examples of medieval and
gothic architecture.

Worth Visiting
Land Gate (Ravelin / Akkule), Martinengo (Tophane) Bastion,
Othello Tower, Sea Gate (Porta del Mare), Arsenal (Djanboulat) Bastion are very well preserved visiting spots of the
Venetian city walls.
Churches and other significant buildings related with Christian culture heritage: Tomb and Monastery of St. Barnabas
(an Icon Museum today), Lala Mustapha Pasha Mosque
(St. Nicholas Cathedral), Sinan Pasha or Bughday Mosque
(St. Peter and St. Paul Church), Nestorian Church (Ayios
Georghios Xorinos Church), Ayia Zoni Byzantine Church,
St. George of the Latins Church, Mustapha Pasha Mosque
(Stavros Church), St. George of the Greeks Church, St. Anna
Church, Carmelite Church, Twin Churches of the Templars
and Hospitaliers, Ayios Yuannis Church (Varosha -MarashIcon Museum).
One can discover a great abundance of various places of
interest when strolling through the narrow streets of Famagusta; some interesting examples are: The Venetian Palace
(Palazzo del Provveditore), Namık Kemal Dungeon and Museum, Çanakkale Martyrs’ Cemetery, Medrese and Mausoleum and Tekke of Kutup Osman Efendi, historical Medrese of
Famagusta, Ottoman Baths (Djafer Pasha, Notched and the
Scarlet).
In the vicinity: Alasya (Enkomi) Ruins, Salamis ancient city
and Necropolis (Kings’ Tombs and the Museum).
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KYRENIA

The Jewel of the Crown

KYRENIA
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KYRENIA

T

he northern part of the island falling between the Kyrenia (Five Fingers) Mountain
Range and the Mediterranean is Kyrenia
(Girne), the city and the area which has the
biggest tourism potential. Having a width
of 2,5 km and length of 150 km along side
the Five Fingers Mountain Range, Kyrenia
district has a vital importance especially in terms of
tourism, with numerous accomodation facilities.
Having a past of 1500 years at least, Kyrenia is also
known as an active commercial centre in the ancient
times. Its best known spot is its authentic historical
harbour. Being a very beautiful and attractive venue,
Kyrenia Harbour is the spot where the heart of the
night of Northern Cyprus beats. The scents of food
spreading around during the summer nights, laughter,
the smell of the sea and sounds from the waves take
you to a dreamland.
At the point where the harbour ends, a splendid building, Kyrenia Castle welcomes you with all its grandeur.
It was the Venetians who brought the castle, which
was constructed by the Romans for some and by the
Lusignans for other, to its present appearance. Harbouring the Shipwreck Museum (one of the oldest
wrecks of the world saved with its cargo), the castle
is being used nowadays as a museum and for concerts
and exhibitions.
If you wish to get a broad view of Kyrenia and the
entire region, St. Hilarion Castle is the most suitable
location. Situated 850 meters above the sea level, the
castle was originally built as a church by the Byzantines
and then turned into a castle by the Lusignans in the
10th century.This unique construction overlooks the
entire Kyrenia area.

Besides the Shipwreck Museum in the castle; Museum of
Folk Arts, the Icon Museum in the Archangelos Michael
Church, Fine Arts Museum, Chrysokava Open Air Museum
rock quarries are nice spots for the enthusiasts, Chrysopolitissa Church, Panagia tou Potamou (Dereli Meryem)
Church in Ozanköy, Antiphonitis Church famous with its
frescoes which is located near Esentepe and Sourp Magar
(Virgin Mary) Armenian Monastery are nice examples of
Christian Architecture, but the masterpiece is the Bellapais Monastery (Abbaye de la Paix = Abbey of Peace)
which dates back to 12th century. This extraordinary
example of Gothic Art houses the most impressive annual classical music festival of international significance.
Agha Djafer Pasha Mosque behind the historical harbour,
Ozanköy (Kazaphani) Mosque and Tekke of Hz. Omer are
places of Islamic cultural heritage. One must not leave
Cyprus before visiting the St. Hilarion Castle, Buffavento
Castle and Lambousa antique city in Lapta (Lapethos). The
Vrysi excavation site within the area of Acapulco Resort
Hotel is one of the very first settlement spots of Cyprus
and its history dates back to 5000 BC.
Worth Visiting
Vrysi Neolythic Settlements (Acapulco Resort Hotel),
Karmi Necropolis, Lambousa Antique City, Shipwreck Museum in the Castle of Kyrenia, Kyrenia Castle, Antiphonitis
Church, Tekke of Hazreti Omer, Chrysokava Open Air Museum, Buffavento Castle, Sourp Magar Monastery, St. Hilarion Castle, Bellapais Abbey, Chrysopolitissa Church, Panagia Melandryna Monastery, Panagia tou Potamu (Dereli
Meryem) Church, Agha Djafer Pasha Mosque, Yazicizade
Mosque, Ozanköy (Kazaphani) Mosque, Hasan Kavizade
Hussein Effendi Fountain, Archangelos Michael Church
(Icon Museum), Ottoman Graveyard, Museum of Folk Arts,
English Cemetery, Fine Arts Museum, Kyrenia Harbour
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GÜZELYURT
& LEFKA The Citrus Paradise in the Midst of History
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GÜZELYURT
& LEFKA

T

he Morphou (Güzelyurt) District, located to the west of the
island, possesses the most important water resources of the
country. Güzelyurt is situated within the orange groves. Surrounded by lemon and orange orchards, instead of walls, this
beautiful town is famous for its orange festival held annually. The centre of the citrus sector, one of the most important
sources of income of North Cyprus after tourism, is the city.
The inhabitants of the region usually work in the field of agriculture and animal
husbandry.
Who established Morphou, the most significant city of the western part, and
when was it established is not known definitely. Though Güzelyurt does not
have many historical places, there are interesting dwellings around it. There is
also an archaeological museum in the town.
The town of Lefka, attached to Güzelyurt, possesses much more important
historical riches. The archaic city of Soli, situated in the vicinity of Lefka is
known to have been constructed in 600 BC and it was demolished to ground
by the Arab raids in 648 BC. The amphitheatre was restored in 1930 as a
result of the efforts of Swedish scholars and was later improved by the works
of Canadians and rendered usable today. Yet another historical spot in the
area is the Vouni Palace, constructed by the Persians who invaded the island
in the 5th century BC. It is known that this palace surrounded by walls was destroyed by a fire in 348 BC and plundered by the inhabitants of Soli. Petra tou
Limnidi (The Rock of Limnidi), a small island found in this area and discovered
by the Swedish expeditions, is accepted as one of the oldest settlements in
Cyprus.
In Güzelyurt, Tomb of St. Mamas in the St. Mamas Church and the Icon Museum within this church and the Museum of Nature and Archaeology, renowned with the golden artifacts of Soli and the Statue of Artemis are worth
visiting. Toumba tou Skourou ruins and Pigades (Çamlıbel / Mirtu) Temple dating back to early bronze age are excellent examples of archaeological works
besides Soli Ruins and Vouni Palace. Pir Pasha Mosque in Lefka and Ayios
Georgios Maronite Church in Koruçam Village are the two significant places
of worship still in use. Old houses and mansions in Lefka resembling Ottoman
civilian architecture will convey you to the memories of the old times. The old
copper mines of Cyprus Mining Corporation; dwellings, the loading port, the
small dam and workers’ lodgings are also worth seeing.
Besides the historical sites open to visits, a few number of accomodation
places are found in the area. Restaurants on the coastline have the capacity
of meeting the needs of the visitors.
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ISKELE
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Nature’s Magical Touch
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ISKELE
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F

ormerly known as Trikomo (Three Hills), the town of Iskele
is actually established on top of three hills. Not known
when was established and who established it, this settlement is 18 kilometers north of Famagusta. The district is
quite busy from tourism point of view. Besides many tourism investments around, Monarga (Boghaz) Pass is almost
engaged in a fair race with Kyrenia with its fishing harbour
and restaurants.
Although there are not many historical points in Iskele, one of the
main places to visit is the Iskele Icon Museum (Panagia Theodokou
Church), which displays antiquities and works that had been saved
from findings. Surroundings of Iskele are rich in historical works.
The magnificent of all is the Kantara Castle, to the east of the Five
Finger Mountain Range, situated to the north of Iskele. It is possible to get an overview of the entire northern coastline and the
Karpas Peninsula from the castle, which is 1000 meters above the
sea level. The castle had served a defense stronghold against pirate
raids and it was a good shelter; nowadays it offers fine opportunities
for mountain hiking.
Flora and fauna of the Karpas Peninsula, which is a part of Iskele
district, are the richest in Cyprus. Karpas region is well known for
its virgin nature and splendid beaches. Golden Beach, one of the
ten finest and longest beaches on the world, stretches for 3,5 kilometers with its golden sand dunes. Yet another important historical
building in the region is the Apostle Andreas Monastery. The monastery houses numerous religious relics and a holy fountain respected
also by the Turks of the island.
Panagia Theodokou Church (Iskele Icon Museum) and Ayios Iacovas
(St. James) Church in Iskele, Panagia Kyra Church in Sazlıköy and
the famous Panagia Kanakaria Church in Boltaşlı Village are the Byzantine churches of the area. Aphendrika (Churches of St. George,
Panagia Chrysiotissa and Panagia Asomatos), Ayios Trias Basilica
and Ayios Philion Church are famous with their floor mosaics.
Another famous figure of Karpas is the sea turtles. Various measures have been taken to protect the sea turtles, particularly Caretta
caretta and Chelonia mydas species that lay eggs along the Golden
Beach.
Yet another feature that has rendered the Karpas region famous
particularly in the recent years is the idle donkeys that live in the
region. These animals that have become commonly known as “free
donkeys” have been taken under protection in the recent years.
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MOUNTAIN TOP
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I

f you are coming to visit North Cyprus and wondering what to do, step
back and explore the island’s fascinating history with the mountain top
castles.

An island famous for its castles dating back to Byzantine Era to Lusignan
Period. For centuries, they served the purposes of their constructions and
by the Venetian Rule, they were abandoned and city fortifications gained
power. St. Hilarion, Buffavento and Kantara are three jewels adorning the three
peaks of the Five Finger Mountain Range and they were built to protect the
Island’s north coast against Arab raids and pirate assaults.
As the weather warms up and the flowers bloom across the stunning Northern
Cyprus coastline, so the island welcomes walkers in their droves who come
to examine the rare orchids for which Cyprus is famous and who also come to
explore some of the dramatic landmarks for which the island is also well known.
If you are considering taking a break for something special, why not spend some
time exploring the ancient castles?

St. Hilarion
The castle’s name was derived from a monk who fled here from the Holy Land,
set up a farm on the slopes of the mountain, lived and died in a cave near to the
spot where the castle was built. A church and a small monastery were added
to the castle in the 10th century. After it has lost its military importance, it was
used as a summer resort for the noble families of the Lusignan Period. The castle
consists of three main sections: Railings reinforced by the Byzantines for defending the entrance and the lower part for the dormitories and stables. The middle
section is the royal palace with its chambers, kitchen, church and water cisterns. On the peak, there is the gothic style window called the Queen’s Window
with a magnificent view of the northern coast and Taurus Mountains of Anatolia.
Buffavento
The name of the castle means ‘resisting the winds’. The old name of the castle
in the Lusignan Period was ‘Lion Castle’. The strong building situated 950 meters
from the sea level had also served as dungeons towards the end of the Lusignan
Reign. The lower section has an arched entrance leading to the storages and
dormitories located above the water cisterns. The upper castle has sentry posts
and chambers for the higher rank military personnel.
Kantara
Situated on top of a hill 700 meters from the sea level, the castle has a perfect
view of the Karpas Peninsula and the Mesaoria Plain. It’s fame has a relation
with its usage as a prison for Isaac Komnenos, King of Cyprus who challenged
Richard the Lion-Heart and defeated. The castle was built appropriate to the
topography and is equipped with toers, halls, water reservoirs, observation and
communication windows and loopholes.
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CLIMATE
North Cyprus has typical Mediterranean Climate with long, hot summers from mid-May to midOctober. Winter between December and February is very mild and despite some rainy days, even in
the coldest month which is January, the sun shines at least six hours a day. Spring glamourizes the
trees and fields with blossoms and wild flowers of great variety.
Average Temperatures in Celsius :
Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec
Minimum
14 14 15 18 21 25 29 29 26 23 18 13
Maximum
18 19 21 23 27 30 37 38 33 28 24 17
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NAME

Category A
GROUP

ADDRESS

AKFİNANSMAN TURİZM

TA

Osmanpaşa Caddesi, No:16, K.Çiftlik, Lefkoşa

AKGÜNLER TURİZM

A

Dursun Özsaraç sok, No:19, Girne

AKTUĞRA TURİZM

TA

Semih Sancar Cad. Talan İşww Merkezi,No:4 Girne

AKMİNA TRAVEL CLUB

A

Ali Rıza Efendi Cad. Necati Hasan Binaları, No: B9-10

ALL YEAR CYPRUS TRAVEL

TA

Günbey Plaza Ali Rıza Efendi Cad. Kat 2, No:29, Ortaköy, Lefkoşa

ALSAKAL TURİZM LTD.

TA

Ecevit Cad, No:8, Güzelyurt

ANADOL TURİZM

TA

Levent Karakum Villaları, No:4, Karakum, Girne

ANKARA TRAVEL AGENCY

A

Kordonboyu Kordon Apt. No:20 Pk 265, Girne

APEX TOUR TRAVEL

TA

Daniş Tunagül sok, Armacon Sitesi, F Blok, No:3, Ortaköy Levent Koleji arkası

APPLE TOUR

TA

105 Ankara Cad. Alsancak, Girne

ARİMA TURİZM VE SEYAHAT LTD.

TA

Atatürk Cad. No:125, K.Kaymaklı, Lefkoşa

ARTUR LTD.

A

Hasena Ilgaz sok, No:14, Kat 1, Daire 2, K.Çiftlik, Lefkoşa

BABA OĞUL ÇİÇEK TURİZM VE SEYAHAT
ACENTESİ LTD.

TA

Mevlevi Tekke sok, No:5, Lefkoşa

BAKYÖN TURİZM

TA

Atatürk Cad, No:3, Yenişehir, Lefkoşa

BEHA KÖPRÜLÜ TURİZM LTD.

TA

Atatürk Cad, Anadolu İşhanı, No:14, Girne

BELLAPAİS TRAVEL AGENCY

A

Bellapais, Girne

BİRAL TURİZM

TA

Türk Ocağı Arkası, Galip Bey sok, Yapıcıoğlu Apt, No:7, Girne

BİR RENK TURİZM

TA

Şht. Hasan Tahsin Cad, No:1, Ortaköy, Lefkoşa

BİRİNCİ TURİZM

TA

61 Girne Cad, Lefkoşa

BLUE LİNE TOURİSM AGENCY

TA

Cevat Bey sok, No:1, Kat 1, Daire 2A, K.Kaymaklı, Lefkoşa

BODRUM TURİZM

TA

Otobüs Terminali, E.Blok, No:5/7, G.Mağusa

BOSFOR SEYAHAT VE TURİZM

TA

10A Kordonboyu, Girne

BROTE TURİZM

TA

Mete Adanır Cad, Lido İş Merkezi, No:3, Girne

BUTTERFLY TURİZM

TA

Salamis Yolu, Hacıali Sitesi, No:1, G.Mağusa

CAN KARDEŞLER

TA

Girne Cad, No:40-44, Lefkoşa
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DIRECTOR

TEL/MOB

FAX

MEHMET KADER

2284506

2285713

EMAIL/SITE
akfinans@akfinans.com
iatamel@akfinans.com

DİMAĞ ÇAĞINER

4440254

8161083

info@akgunler.com.tr

YILDIRIM KEMAL ARIKLI

8150925

8160715

info@tugratur.com

İSMAİL ABİDİN

2285997

2270245

info@akminatravel.com

ERKAN KİLİM

2272509

2239217

ekilim@a1cyprus.com

SERKAN ALSAKAL

7142233

7144233

alsakalturizm@hotmail.com

7145233
BAYAR PİSKOBULU

8152007

8158296

baypiskobulu@hotmail.com

CENK TÜRKMEN

8155668/8152193

8155809

ankaratravelagency@hotmail.com

SALİH TAŞKIN

2284059

2289325

apextour@gmail.com

HAŞİM RAHVANCIOĞLU

8218626

8211146

tourappletour@gmail.com

MELİYHA ÖZOKUTAN

2278944/2272392

2276937

melihameliha@hotmail.com

FAİZ CAMGÖZ

2273160/2273089

2278742

faiz@arturturizm.com

AHMET MANGA

2278223

2278223

babaogulcicek@hotmail.com

MUSTAFA AKYÖN

2289989

2289990

mustafaakyon@hotmail.com

AYŞE ZİYA BAYAR

8160936

8160934

bayarbayar@hotmail.com

SABRİ ABİT

8157593

8152403

info@bellapaisgardens.com

İBRAHİM YAPICIOĞLU

8156670

8155199

i.yapicioglu@yahoo.com
i.yapicioglu@hotmail.com

ÖCEN SAYGIER

2237801/2237516

2237525

renk164@hotmail.com

KÜFİ BİRİNCİ

2283200/2283477

2286763

nurettin@birincitur.com

ERDİNÇ ŞOFÖROĞLU

2270903/2270904

2282523

info@bluelinetourism.com

AHMET GÜNGÖR

3667369

3667368

gungormobile@windowslive.com

ERSAN KELEŞOĞLU

8152018/8154465

8156323

ekelsoglu@bosfortravelagency.com

ERCAN ÖZGÜM

8150616

8160686

ecnozgum@hotmail.com

AYLAN TEMEN

3653016/3650695

3652694

aylan.temen@gmail.com

YEŞİM ERÇAĞ

2287333

2281585

yesimmcan@gmail.com
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CANYAR TURİZM

TA

Abdi İpekçi sok, No:9, Lefkoşa

CYPRUS XP TRAVEL

TA

Rauf Denktaş Cad, 15/G Göçmenköy, Lefkoşa

CYPRUS APOLLON TOURS

TA

Ziya Rızkı Cad, No:221, Girne

CYPRUS EXCELLENCE LTD.

TA

Döveç Apt. 818 Yalın sok, Gülseren yolu. Gazimağusa

ÇİSE TANIK TURİZM

TA

25 Cengizhanlı sok. Köşklüçiftlik Lefkoşa

DENİZKIZI TOURİSM

A

Ziya Rızkı Cad. Sıdıka Ersoy Apt. No:1/2 Girne

DETUR TRAVEL LTD.

A

Bedreddin Demirel cad. Centrium Sitesi Özyalçın 170 Girne

DIRECT TRAVEL CLUB

TA

11 SOK. NO:4 Ortaköy Lefkoşa

DOĞAY TURİZM

TA

Canbulat sok. No:1c Girne

DORANA TOURISM & TRAVEL AGENCY

TA

Bekir Şevki Naci Sok. No:3 Gönyeli Lefkoşa

EF TUR TURİZM VE SEYAHAT ACENTESİ

TA

Mete Adanır Cad. No:17/H Girne

EFEM HOLİDAY

TA

Halil Özmuhtar Apt. Salamis Yolu , No: 244 Gazimağusa

ERBİL ARKIN MESSE KIBRIS TRAVEL

TA

Ecevit Cad. No: 16 Kordonboyu , Girne

ETUR TURİZM SEYAHAT ACENTESİ

TA

Ramadan Cemil Meydanı No:2E Girne

ETS EUROPEAN TRAVEL

TA

Ziya Rızkı Cad. No: 230-232 Girne

EXTREME LIFE TOURİSM AGENCY

TA

Karaoğlanoğlu Cad. No:278 Karaoğlanoğlu ,Girne

FAMAGUSTA TOUR

TA

Ziya Gökalp Cad. Gazimağusa

FİDANSOY TURİZM VE SEYAHAT

TA

Mehmet Akif cad Dereboyu

DESTINATION MANAGEMENT TRADING LTD.

Lefkoşa

ACENTESİ
FONLINE TRAVEL & TOURISM LTD.

TA

Naci Talat Cad. No: 46 Karaoğlanoğlu ,Girne

FURTHER TRAVEL COMPANY

TA

Mete Adanır Cad. Mete Adanır Apt. 14B Girne

GENNUS TURİZM LTD.

TA

Ahmet Mulla Sok. 7/A Güzelyurt
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TEL/MOB
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EMAIL/SITE

ALİ KANSU

2271208

2283378

canyarturizm@hotmail.com

ZEKİ ZİYA

4444737

2239207

info@cyprusxp.com

AHMET ARKEN

8158542

8158539

ahmet.arken@savoyhotel.com.tr

YALÇIN VEHİT

3789585

3789586

ozgur.vehit@gmail.com

YAŞKIN TANIK

2285357

2284328

tanik_tur@yahoo.com

AHMET AYDENİZ

8156477

8153492

bilgi@denizkizitravel.com

8151200
UMUT EROL

4440800

8153135

umut.erol@deturkibris.com

ÇAĞAKAN KANSU

2276206

2274032

info@directravelclub.com

MUSTAFA ŞANVERDİ

8151526

8151526

mustafa_sanverdi@hotmail.com
dogayturizm@hotmail.com

AHMET SAVAŞAN

2234421

2234106

doranaturizm@neu.edu.tr

ERTUĞRUL FERİT

8156669

8155282

efturgirne@hotmail.com

3653395

3654913

efemholiday@hotmail.com

3653396

3653395

ERBİL ARKIN

8150333

8150265

sultanertürk@arkingrup.com

FUAT TOPALAĞLU

8151894

8155137

eturturizm@hotmail.com

SERDAR GÖKHAN

8157396

8156295

info@etsturizm.net

ÖZKARTAL

8157397

ALFA KAYNAKKAN

4441919

8223858

info@xltraveldmc.com

8160813
FUNDA ACAROĞLU

8223836
HASAN KIRMIZI

3664313

3660811

gocmen@north_cyprus.net

CÜNEYT FİDANSOY

2270431

2280035

info@fidansoyturizm.com

SERHAT APAKGÜN

8160553

8160588

fonlineturizm@gmail.com

ANDAÇ ÖZAYDINLIK

8150890

8150891

İnfo@furtherholidays.com

EBRU GENÇ

7145000

7145277

gennus-tur01@hotmail.com
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GÖKÇEN SÖNMEZ TURİZM VE SEYAHAT
ACENTESİ

TA

Tepebaşı Sok. No: 5 Küçük Sanayi Bölgesi, Gazimağusa

HAKVERDİ TURİZM

TA

Kemal Aşık Cad. No: 15 Lefkoşa

HANRAN

TA

Serbest Liman Yolu, Topçu Bulvarı, Mesan Apt. No: 4 Gazimağusa

HAWAII TURİZM

TA

Hz. Ömer Cad. Mülk Plaza No: 9 Çatalköy Girne

HCT CYPRUS TOUR LTD.

TA

Mevlevi Tekke S ok. Vakıflar iş hanı , Kat: 2 No: 8 Lefkoşa

HAPPY HOLİDAYS

TA

Şht Erol İsmail Sok. No: 4 Lefkoşa

HETİM TURİZM

TA

Mete Adanır Cad. 34/6 Girne

INTERFUN HOLİDAYS

A

Salamis Bay Otel Gazimağusa

İŞLEK TURİZM ŞTİ. LTD.

TA

89/B Girne Cad. Lefkoşa

ILKOS TURİZM LTD.

TA

Kolordu Sok. Kortan İş merkezi,No: 2 Girne

KALEIDOSKOP TURİZM

A

Vakıflar Çarşısı No:10/11 GİRNE

KÖSEZADE TURİZM

A

Şht. Ecvet Yusuf Cad. 19A Yenişehir, Lefkoşa

KRE-COM TURİZM VE SEYAHAT

TA

Kansoy Döveç İşmerkezi No: 117 A , İsmet İnönü Bulvarı , Gazimağusa

KURT TURİZM

TA

Vakıflar Pasajı ,S;5 Girne Kapısı -Lefkoşa

KYRENIA HOLIDAYS

A

Ecevit Cad. No:86 Pk:222,Girne

LATOUR TURİZM VE SEYAHAT

TA

Mareşal Fevzi Çakmak Cad. No:77 Lapta-Girne

LİBRA TUR SEYAHAT ŞTİ. LTD.

TA

Vakıflar Çarşısı, No: 2D Girne

MAESTRO DMC.

A

Dursun Özsaraç Sok. No: 19 Girne

ACENTESİ

ACENTESİ

MARCO POLO TURİZM
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Naci Talat Cad. No: 27 Girne
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EBRU SÖNMEZ KOLGÜNEŞ

3665601

3668094

g_sonmezturizm@hotmail.com

ABDURRAHMAN ULUÇINAR

2287562

2285608

hakverditour@hotmail.com

YÜCEL DOĞAN

3651820

3651828

hanrantourism@hotmail.com

3651821
AHMET YILDIRIM

8245692

8245692

info@hawaiiturizm.com

SALİH ŞOFÖROĞLU

2291100

2291104

s.soforoglu@hctcyprus_tour.com

2291101
SİMGE TÖZEL

2292194

2282445

info@happyholidayscyprus.com

ÇAĞIL BOZER

8159747

8159848

hetimtravel@hotmail.com

MEHMET KIRAL

3789675

3788337

interfun@kktc.net
gediz.e@hotmail.com

HAKAN İŞLEK

2284554

2288466

islektur@northcyprus.net

2281087
JULIA ÖZERCE

8155145

8155145

info@ilkostur.com

IRENE RAAB

8151818

8151819

info@kaleidoskop-turizm.com

ANDAÇ GÜNAY

2285222

2288324

andac@kosezade.com

3652904

bayramkansoy@yahoo.com

4441333
BAYRAM KANSOY

3652901
3652902

MEMDUH KURT

2288039

2279274

kurtturizm@hotmail.com

TAMER R. KONAT

8155733

8151376

sezgin.kyhols@gmail.com

AHMET ŞAKİR NUMANOĞLU

8218884

8218992

info@lahotelcyprus.com

8155477

info@libratourism.com

8161082

info@maestro-dmc.com

8218981
HALİL İBRAHİM

8151903

BİCEN KARDEŞLER

8156518

TOLGA CİVELEK

4440364
8161081

TOLGA FENERCİOĞLU

8157178

burcu@maestro-dmc.com
8154266

tolgaf@hotmail.com

8157661
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TA

Ziya Rızkı Cad. 6-2c GİRNE

MERŞE LTD.

TA

Ecevit Cad. No:114 A

MICEMANIA TRAVEL

TA

Mücahitler Sitesi Ayışığı Sitesi A blok D:4 Girne

(MTS) MALYALI TURİSTİK SERVİSLERİ

A

Ayışığı Evleri, H blok, No: 1 Girne

NERAL TURİZM VE SEYAHAT

TA

62B Ecevit Cad. Denizli-Gemikonağı

TA

Hz. Ömer Cad. 13/A Dük. No: 1 Karakum - Girne

MAVİTUR TURİZM VE SEYAHAT
ACENTESİ

ACENTESİ
NEW DIMENSION TOUR& INSURANCE
AGENCY
NORTHERN TRAVEL

A

Kubbeli Çeşme Sok. No: 13/2 Girne

NORTHERN AKMİNA TURİZM

TA

Sardunya Evleri, Karaoğlanoğlu Cad. Karaoğlanoğlu -Girne

N. TAMER REİSEN TURİZM VE SEYAHAT
ŞTİ. LTD.

TA

Şht. Celal Hasan Sok. Lapta Belediyesi Karşısı

ONUR TURİZM VE SEYAHAT ACENTESİ

TA

Salamis Yolu, No: 119 Gazimağusa

ÖRNEK TURİZM

A

Hz. Ömer Cad. Dedekorkut Plaza, No: 1 Girne

PALLAS TRAVEL LTD.

TA

Atatürk Cad. Hasan Mercaner Apt. No:40/B Gönyeli-Lefkoşa

PAMİRA TURİZM

TA

Atatürk Cad. Özbekoğlu Apt. Dük. No: 5, 108/A Yenişehir-Lefkoşa

PARK TOURISM AGENCY LTD.

TA

İstiklal Cad. Saffet Pasajı,Gazimağusa

PARS TOURİSM &TRAVEL AGENCY

TA

Alsancak Sok. No: 1 Kat 1, Ofis: 2 Gazimağusa

PIOPPO TRAVEL SERVICES LTD.

TA

Bahadır Sok. No: 8 K.Kaymaklı, Lefkoşa

PLEASANT TOURISM LTD.

TA

Özgürlük Cad. Simena Hotel, Karşıyaka,Girne

POLATKAN TURİZM BÜROSU

TA

Bedreddin Demirel Cad. No: 21, Lefkoşa

PUZZLE TURİZM YATIRIMLARI ŞTİ.

A

Cahit Sıtkı Tarancı Sok. No: 23 Gülseren Yolu, Karakol,Gazimağusa

LTD.

POR TOUR LTD.

TA

Hz. Ömer Cad. Cennet Sok. Çatalköy, Girne

RESTUR

TA

15 Ağustos Bulvarı,Gazimağusa
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GÜNER KÜÇÜK

TEL/MOB

FAX

EMAIL/SITE

8152344

8153866

mavitur@fergun.net

8153377
TAMER ŞEKER

7146119

7146120

merseltd@hotmail.com

MURAT GEMİCİ

8151530

8151531

info@kibrisagidiyoruz.com

OSMAN MALYALI

8156747

8156278

osmanmalyali@mtstur.com

ALİYE BÜYÜK

2277415

7277570

neralturizm@yahoo.com

8158289

newdimensiontours@yahoo.com

reservation@northerntravelcyprus.com

7277524
ÖZLEM GAZİ KÜÇÜK

8158288
8158582

ERHAN ÖZERDEN

8155656

8160674

GÖKHAN BAYTAROĞLU

8223559

8223040

NEDİM TAMEL

8212968

8212968

ntreisentours@yahoo.com

8212955
ELDEM ONUR

3651711

3661705

onurtourism@hotmail.com

ÖZBEK DEDEKORKUT

8158969

8158970

ozbek@ornekholidays.com

ATİLLA ŞAHİN

2238183

2238184

asahin@pallasturizm.com

SABİHA SARIKAYA

2280552

2280551

pamiraturizm@hotmail.com

AYŞE ELİBOL

3667251

3665113

parkturizm@hotmail.com

GÖKALP ALPLER

3650769

3656690

pars.tourism@yahoo.com

MUSTAFA ÇERKEZLER

2292705

2292706

mustafacerkezler@pioppotour.com

TOKAY VARIŞ

8252482

8252483

pleasanttourism@hotmail.com

ALİ POLATKAN

2282224

2288570

info@polatkan.net

OKAN TÜTÜNÇİM

3654379

6306229

İnfo@puzzletravel.com

4442000
0306200
PINAR HAMOĞLU

6505555-56

RESMİYE CANALTAY

3654711

esra.atsak@portour.com.tr
3654704

info@myrestur.com

3654703
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SARO TOURİSM TRADE LTD.

TA

Gençlik Yolu,No: 15, Gazimağusa

SAYAR TURİZM VE SEYAHAT

TA

Mehmet Akif Cad. No: 30 Dereboyu-Lefkoşa

SEDEN TURİZM

TA

12 İstiklal Sok. K.kaymaklı-Lefkoşa

SEVENER TRAVEL AGENCY LTD.

TA

Karaoğlanoğlu Cad. No: 129 Alsancak-Girne

SİDE TURİZM VE SEYAHAT ACENTESİ

TA

Canbulat Sok. 7/A, Girne

SOLAK IDEAL TRAVEL AND TOUR

TA

15 Ağustos Bulvarı,Asımoğlu Pasajı, No:15, Larnaka Yolu,Gazimağusa

TA

Ecevit Cad. No: 78/c Gemikonağı

TA

İsmet İnönü Bulvarı, Döveç Centre , No:13, Gazimağusa

SUNISLAND TURİZM

TA

48 Ecevit Caddesi,Girne

ŞELALE TURİZM

TA

Şht. Ecvet Yusuf Cad. Öztek Apt. No: 10/B Yenişehir-Lefkoşa

THE DISCOVERY COLLECTION TOURS

TA

Şht. İbrahim Nidai Cad. No:304 Lapta,Girne

TATILIUM TRAVEL

TA

Namık Kemal Cad. No: 51 Yukarı Girne, Girne

TRIAS HOLIDAY

TA

Mehmet Aras Sok. Karaoğlanoğlu ,Girne

TURSAN TURİZM

A

TURSEM TURİZM

TA

Sedat Simavi Cad. Palmiye Evleri, blok:19 D:4 Girne

TRAVEL POINT TURİZM VE

TA

Şht. Yzb. Tekin Yurdabak Cad. No:22/c Marmara Bölgesi,Lefkoşa

TA

Namık Kemal Sok. No: 6 Güzelyurt

A

Hürriyet Caddesi NO:212/2

ACENTESİ

CONSULTANTS
SOLYALI TURİZM VE
SEYAHAT ACENTESİ
STARWOOD TURİZM VE
SEYAHAT ACENTESİ

Necati Özkan Sok. No: 10, Lefkoşa

SEYAHAT ACENTESİ
UÇANER SEYAHAT VE
TURİZM ACENTESİ
UNIQUE CYPRUS TRAVEL
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RICCARDO SPADOLA

TEL/MOB
3664363

FAX

EMAIL/SITE

3664204

sarotour@hotmail.com

3664424
HÜSEYİN ERCANTAN

2288544

2288798

info@sayarturizm.com

ZEHRA UYSAL

2284374

2280288

sedenturizm1@hotmail.com

ZİVER HAYATSEVER

8212606

8212608

info@sevener-group.com

8151109

info@sidetur.northcyprus.com

3665033

idealtours1@live.com

8212607
HALİL ÖZDOĞAN TAHİROĞLU

8153008
8152009

AYDIN SOLAK

3665032
3667035

UĞUR SOLYALI

7278061

7278013

solyaliturizm@hotmail.com

GÖKAY AKANÇAY

3653984

3654986

info@starwoodcyprus.com

8151214

sunislandcompany@yahoo.com

3654985
MERT MAPOLAR

8151214
8159698

CANER ŞAHMARAN

2289840

2286631

selaleturizm@superonline.com

FETHİ ÖZBOĞAÇ

8213348

8213349

fethidiscoverycy@hotmail.com

LALEHAN YILDIRIM

8159901

8151352

tatilium@hotmail.com

HASAN EMİRALİLER

8222836

8222478

info@triasholidays.com

ALİ NECATİ ÖZKAN

2281746

2283298

info@tursantourism.com

8158911

tursemkibris@superonline.com

2275956

2275957

bahar@travel-point.com.tr

2279416

2279491

7142133

7144779

fevziucaner@hotmail.com

8155744

info@uniquecyprus.com

2271527
SEMRAL GÜNSOY

8158909
8158910

BAHAR BARLASOĞLU

FEVZİ UÇANER

7142993
ORHAN TOLUN

8150093
8150094
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WESTERN TRAVEL

TA

Mustafa Kemal Bulvarı, NO: 77 Gazimağusa

WİNTERSUN GOLF TRAVEL

TA

Korineum Golf& Country Club, Esentepe Anayolu Esentepe-Girne

WONDERLAND TOURISM TRAVEL LTD.

TA

Kadifekale Sok. No41 c, Gönyeli-Lefkoşa

YAR TRAVEL

TA

Bedrettin Demirel Cad. No: 111 Lefkoşa

YEKTUR SEYAHAT ACENTESİ

TA

Müftü Ziya Sok. No: 22 İplik Pazarı , Lefkoşa

YILMERSA TURİZM VE SEYAHAT

TA

Mehmet Münür Mustafa Sok. Pehlivan İşhanı, Daire. No:5 ,Lefkoşa

ZİMİR TOURİSM

TA

Şht. Yzb. Tekin YurdabakCad. No: 26A Marmara Bölgesi,Lefkoşa

ZÜMRÜT TURİZM

TA

2. Selim Cad. Arca Apt. 49/A Köşklüçiftlik, Lefkoşa

ACENTESİ
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YILDIRAY DEBRELİ

TEL/MOB
3650353

FAX

EMAIL/SITE

3653707

westerntourism@yahoo.com

6001521

info@wintersungolftravel.com

3652077
UMUT GÜRTUNÇ

6001500
6001520

TOKAY BENEKLİKARTAL

2241425

2241426

info@wonderlandtourism.com

YENER KESKİNER

2285610

2279191

gensa@yar-group.com

2285611
ERKAN ALICI

2271202

2271658

yektur@hotmail.com

DERVİŞ KARA

2292118

2292134

yılmersa@gmail.com

M. SELAHADDİN ZİYA

2282311

2282312

s.ziya@cyprusxp.com

SAMİ GÜDENOĞLU

2292717

2292719

zumruttravel@hotmail.com

2292718
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ADDRESS

ALTUNÇ TURİZM

B

Cahit Sıtkı Tarancı Sok. D.2, Savaş Berberoğlu Apt. Gülseren-Gazimağusa

ASİLOĞLU TURİZM

B

Bahçelievler Bulvarı k.64 Bostancı-Güzelyurt

ASİLSOY TURİZM

B

Mağusa –İskele Yolu, Yenikent Sok. Ambelia Rest Karşısı,Yeniboğaziçi

AS-CAN TURİZM

B

Mehmet Akif Cad. No: 122 Lefkoşa

BERİS TURİZM

B

Beyarmudu-Gazimağusa

BİRKANCAN TURİZM

B

DİNÇ KAN TURİZM

B

Gazimağusa Terminali
G. Mağusa
Şht. Davut Sadık Sok. No:11 İskele

EREN ADATAŞ TURİZM

B

İzmir Sok. 5B Güzelyurt

GEZGİ N TURİZM

B

Anfora Alışveriş Merkezi,No:1 Sınırüstü, İskele

GÖKTUR TRAVEL

B

Mete Adanır Cad. No:11, Girne

GÜÇLÜ TURİZM

B

44 Müftü Ziyai Sok. Lefkoşa

KOOPERATİF TURİZM

B

Abdi İpekçi Cad. No:13 Lefkoşa

ÖMÜR TURİZM

B

Bahriyeli Sok. Özalp Apt. Zemin kat,Gazimağusa

PASİFİC PRİNCES TURİZM

B

Girne Cad. No: 22, Lefkoşa

SMT TOURİSM

B

Atatürk Cad. No:40 Girne

SAUNTER TRAVEL

B

Ayhan Niyazi Sok. Çağaçar Apt. D 2 Baykal, Gazimağusa

TAŞER TURİZM

B

26. Sokak , No:8 Sanayi Bölgesi, Lefkoşa

TOP-TUR TURİZM

B

Adana Sok. No:19, Lefkoşa

VAHİ TURİZM

B

İlker Karter Cad. No:46B, Gazimağusa
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EMAIL/SITE

ZİHNİ ALTUNÇ

3656405

3656404

altunçturizm@windowslive.com

ERGÜN ASİLOĞLU

7142722

7144886

asiloğlu@kktc.net

KEMAL ASİLSOY

3788641

3788639

asilsoykemal@hotmail.com

ASAF CAN

2283333
2287777

2281976

erolcan@kibrisonline.com

AHMET ALPTUĞ

3799601

BİRKAN CANATAN

3663821

3663821

birkancanatan2@hotmail.com

ÇETİN TUMAY

3712767

3712485

dinçkan2005@yahoo.com.tr

EREN ADATAŞ

7144271

7146108

m_adatas@yahoo.com

ENGİN SERHAN CÖMERT

05338344226

3712500

info@gezgin.turizm.com

GÖKÇEN TURMEN

8150584

8159486

turmen@kibrisonline.com

TURHAN GÜÇLÜ

2286899
2272656

2291656

guclu68@hotmail.com

HASAN UYSAL

2285875
2282246

2279208

nezire.can@koopbank.com

RESMİYE İPLİKÇİ

3653630

3650932

resmiye73@hotmail.com

ZEHRA EREL

2286365
2272417

2272417

saziye.cakır@hotmail.com

MURAT GÖÇEN

4442580

8158440

smt@smtalobilet.com

RAZİYE YURTSEVEN

3666324

3666324

sauntertravel@kibrisonline.com

ERSİN TAŞER
ŞEBNEM AKTEKİN

2273150
2254338

2282949

taserturizm@gmail.com

TUNCER TUNAR

2283339

2283339

ARİF V. KARANTİNACI

3665358
3664082

3665358

aberis@rocketmail.com

vahiarif@yahoo.com
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Special Interest Tourism

A

s the tourism economy in Northern Cyprus grows and the global economic crisis urges the tourism sector to be powerful in competition,
there is a need to expand the range of the diversities of the tourism
product. The character of the tourist in traditional meaning had changed a lot and the alternative traveller started seeking something more
than just sea-sun-sand; thus new trends such as cultural tourism, sports tourism,
congress tourism, health and faith tourism have been launched and they are becoming more popular than ever. North Cyprus has significant potential and vast
variety of advantages for ecologically-based type of tourism and special interest
tourism which can be enriched by special events; namely festivals, contests,
conventions, concerts, exhibitions and so forth.
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Types and sorts of special interest tourism possible to realize in Northern Cyprus :
A. Cultural Tourism: Ancient and historical monuments, archaeological sites, museums provide the study of the long history of Cyprus,
with Neolithic Age; Hellenistic, Roman and Byzantine Eras; Crusaders, Lusignans and Venetians; Ottoman Empire and British Colony
Periods. Each and every region like Nicosia, Famagusta, Kyrenia,
Lefka and Güzelyurt, and İskele and Karpas are full of remnants of
these civilizations and museums offering a great variety of materials
for those who look for studying the history of the island.
B. Local Culture: Manners, customs and traditions; Folk Art (weaving,
laces and embroideries; silk cocoon works; wickerwork; chest and
chair making, wood carving; ceramics); Local relishes and savours
(mezes and pickles, cheese and other dairy products, kebabs, seafood, edible wild plants and herbs, pasta, sweets and conserved-glazed fruits, local spirits and coffee; Faiths and Beliefs (St. Barnabas,
Apostle Andreas, St. Mamas, Hala Sultan, Mevlevi Tekke and Kutup
Osman Tekke, Kırklar and Hazreti Ömer, churches, mosques, shrines,
tombs); Rural Culture and Agriculture (grape and grape products, olive and olive oil, carob, village coffee houses).
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C. Botanic: Endemic plants and wildflowers; edible plants and
herbs; orchids; fungi; herbarium; monumental trees.
D. Fauna: Free donkeys of Karpas, birds and bird watching, reptiles,
butterflies and bugs.
E. Marine Biology: Sea turtles, sea shells, Mediterranean seal, fish.
F. Nature: Hiking trails, Caves, Boat Tours, Photo Safari.
G. Environmental issues: Related institutions and associations.
H. Sports: Land (horse riding, golf, cycling, hunting, marksmanship); Air (paragliding, hang-gliding); Sea (scuba diving, wind surf,
yachting, fishing); Motor Sports (Car rallies, motor cycling, classic
and veteran car races, karting).
I. Fine Arts: Painting, sculpture, ceramics, associations, art galleries, courses.
J. Music, Theatre, Dance: Music Festivals (organizations, associations); Theatre Festivals (theatre groups, companies, courses);
Folk Dance Festivals (associations, groups), tango and salsa competitions.
K. Congress and conference tourism.
L. Games of Chance: Casinos.

Special Interest Tourism

MARINAS
DELTA MARINA Coordinates:
N35° 20’, 30N - 33° 20’, 20E
Address: Yeni Liman İçi Girne, P.O.Box 296 Girne – Mersin 10 – TURKEY
Tel. + 90 392 815 54 91
Fax. + 90 392 815 82 12
www.delta-marina.com
VHF CH 16/12 72
Capacity: 80 Afloat, 80 Ashore
Security system, CCTV system, Power-Water-Fresh water-Fuel supply, Shower and
WC facilities, Internet, Chandler, Laundry and Dry Cleaning, Car rental, Ticket & Hotel
reservations, Excursions and daily boat tours, water sport activities, daily weather
report, service, café – restaurant, all kinds of technical services including 150 tons
slipway & 30 tons travellift.

KARPAZ GATE MARINA Coordinates:
N35° 33.5’, EO34° 13,6’
Address: Yeni Erenköy İskele, P.O.Box 12 İskele – Mersin 10 – TURKEY
Tel. + 90 392 374 51 55
Fax. + 90 392 374 43 54
www.karpazbay.com
VHF CH 10/16
Capacity: 300 berths, 12 of which are for super yachts up to 55 m.
Security system, CCTV system, Power-Water-Fresh water-Fuel supply, Shower and
WC facilities, Internet, Chandler, Laundry and Dry Cleaning, Car rental, Ticket & Hotel
reservations, modern workshops, daily weather report service, café – restaurant, sailing school, diving centre, gym centre, market, all kinds of technical services including
300 tons travellift.

DELTA MARINA

KARPAZ GATE MARINA
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D

uring the chaotic atmosphere of the
war in 1974, many donkeys which were
owned by the villagers of the region were
left alone following their owners’ fled for
new settlement places. They were then
gathered and left free in the tranquil fields of Karpas Peninsula. In the beginning, it was assumed
that Karpas is an ideal place where the donkeys
would survive, but the farmers and villagers of
the area were not happy with this situation as
the donkeys may eat their crops and give harm to
their gardens, fences and fields. The government
proposed to sell the donkeys to Turkey as a solution, but almost all the environmental associations
and groups opposed this action. The free donkeys
strolling lazily and grazing on the peaceful land of
the Karpas Peninsula National Park are there for
a very long time, having descended from the domestic Cyprus donkey. Although the population of
them in the past could easily exceed thousands,
it is decreased to around 400-500 donkeys in the
present day. Photographing the free donkeys is a
pleasant joy for the visitors of the Karpas Peninsula.
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Free Donkeys of Karpas

SEA
TURTLES

Miracles of Nature
Sea Turtles of Northern Cyprus
• For millions of years, our beaches have been visited by the presently endangered and severely threatened Green Turtles (Chelonia mydas) and Loggerhead Turtles (Caretta caretta).
The Green Turtles nest only in Cyprus, Southeast Turkey and seldomly in Israel.

•

These marvellous creatures come ashore on the deserted golden
sandy beaches of North Cyprus between May and August to lay
their eggs and Alagadi Beach situated east of Kyrenia is classified
as a specially protected area.

•

After sunset, during the darkness, the adult females, sometimes
with a carapace of more than 100 cm long, make their way up to
the beach to find a suitable nesting place. There they lay 65 to 110
eggs depending on the species and the age. This can be repeated
three to five times for each, 10-15 days apart.

•

When the nesting is done, the exhausted mother turns to the sea.
She will perhaps reappear on the same beach again a couple of
years later. By the condition of showing respect in silence, visitors
are welcome to observe this exciting experience.

•

Incubation is indeed not by the female turtles, but by the warmth
of the Cyprus sunshine. After a period of nearly 50 days, the small
hatchings begin to emerge from the surface of their sandy nests
departing their ping pong sized eggs. To witness another fantastic experience, hundreds of these amazing little creatures, not
more than 6-7 cm long, fight their way from the nest down to the
sea, is an unforgettable sight.

•

Since 1992, Marine Turtle Research Group, in conjunction with
the Society for the Protection of Turtles in Northern Cyprus and
the Department for Environmental Protection have been undertaking an annual survey, recording the turtles activity during the
summer months.
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Birds, Birdwatching and Kuskor

T

here are 373 types of endemic,
local and migratory birds determined in Northern Cyprus. Cyprus, which is on the North-South
migration route, is known for this
characteristic as it allows the opportunity
to observe many numbers of birds. In addition, the internationally important salt
lakes, small lakes and lagoons are also
an important factor in why so many birds
are seen on the island. Cyprus, the third
largest island of the Mediterranean, is a
location of attention for bird watching as
the island is located on the bird migration
route between Asia and Africa. Because
Cyprus is the visiting point of many different bird species, it is the only European
country listed in the World’s Important
Bird Areas List.
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Endemic Birds of Cyprus

Important Areas for Bird Watching

Cyprus Wheatear (Oenanthe cypriaca) can be seen just
about anywhere on the Island but nests only in Cyprus
and after living on the Island between March and November, it migrates to East Africa to spend the winter
season

Karpas Peninsula – Klidhes Island, Five Finger (Kyrenia) Mountains, Mehmetçik Pond, Kantara, Famagusta Pond, Köprülü Pond, Buffavento, Kanlıköy Pond,
Gönyeli Dam, Geçitköy Pond, Sadrazamköy – Koruçam
(Kormacit) Cape, Alevkayası, Zeytin (Elaia Cape), Silver
Beach and Glapsides Beach, Salamis Forests.

Cyprus Warbler (Sylvia melanothorax) breeds in the low
bushes in higher regions and especially Karpas. In general, around spring time it can be seen almost everywhere
on the Island. While some of them spend the entire year
in Cyprus, some will migrate to Israel, Egypt and Sudan
for the winter.
In addition to these two endemic species in Cyprus, there
are five sub-endemic species: Cyprus Scope Owl (Otus
scops cyprius), Coal Tit (Parus ater cypriotis), Short-toed
Treecreeper (Certhia brachydactila dorotheae), Cyprus
Jay (Garrulus glandarius glaszneri), Guillemards Crossbill
(Loxia curvirostra guillemardi).

KUŞKOR
North Cyprus Bird and Nature Preservation Association KUŞKOR was established in 1990 to protect the
wildlife and especially the existence of birds but also
provides training to educational institutions and the
public in general, has a specialized library and organizes related activities.
KUŞKOR, Ecevit Cad., Vakıflar İş Hanı,
kat 2 no. 3, P. O. Box 634 Kyrenia
Tel. + 90 392 815 73 37
Fax. + 90 392 815 18 19
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FLORA

Endemic Flora and Orchids of North Cyprus

Orchids of Northern Cyprus
Orchids are accepted as one of the most mysterious flora types of the world and there are more than
20.000 species and subspecies. A German botanist
of the 17th century defined the formation of the orchids as ‘either ridiculous or astonishing’ elements of
the nature. There are 32 different types of orchids
in North Cyprus. Samples of rare plant specimens
with the orchids can be seen in the collections of
Alevkayası Herbarium and the Herbarium of Near
East University, Institute of Environmental Sciences.
The most important book about the Flora of Northern
Cyprus is ‘An illustrated Flora of Northern Cyprus’ by
Dr. Derec E. Viney (1994). The only endemic orchid
found in North Cyprus is, Cyprus Bee Orchid (Orchid
kotschi).
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FLORA
Colours of the Nature
Unique peculiarities of the Mediterranean climate
with its perfect sunshine in more than 300 days of
the year is a gift of mother nature to the Mediterraneans and especially to Cypriots. The majority of the
approximately 1600 species of the Flora of Cyprus
can be seen in Northern Cyprus. Varieties of special
interest tourism activities which are respectful and
responsible to the environmental matters, developed parallel to environmental consciousness trends
and caused the understanding of ‘Environmentally
Friendly Tourism’ become widespread. Nature walks
which enable the visitors observing the orchid species, endemics of Cyprus, monumental trees and rare
members of the island’s flora, cherish the pleasure of
being friends of the environment.
There are 19 endemic plants and 32 wild orchid species in North Cyprus. In addition to these values of
peerless beauty; daffodils which are related to the
narcissus of the mythology, corn poppies, anemones,
sand lillies, Medosh Tulips (Tulipa cypria) and the
olives, carobs, Turkish pines, cypresses, eucalyptus
and acacia trees, and maquis shrublands are the integrals of the dominant texture of Cyprus.
Endemics of North Cyprus
There are 19 plant species which exist only in Cyprus
and nowhere else on the world and Tulipa cypria which
is known as the Cyprus Medosh Tulip is the most famous one of them. Other endemics are: Delphinium
caseyi (Casey’s Larkspur), Brassica hilarionis post (St
Hilarion Cabbage), Arabis cypria holmboe (Cyprus Rock
Cress), Dianthus cyprius (Cyprus Pink or Cyprus Mountain Carnation), Ferulago cypria (Cyprus Ferulago),
Hedysarum cyprium (Sweet Vetch), Limonium albidum
(Cyprus Sea Lavender), Onosma caespitosa (Golden
Drop), Origanum syriacum (Syrian Marjoram), Phlomis
cypria (St Hilarion Jerusalem Sage), Pimpinella cypria
(Cyprus Burnet), Rosularia cypria (Cyprus Rosularia),
Salvia veneris hedge (Kythrean Sage), Scutellaria sibt
horpii (Sibthorp’s Skullcap), Sedum lampuase (Lapta
Stonecrop), Sideritis cypria (Cyprus Woundwort), Silene fraudatrix meikle (Alevkaya Campion), Teucrium
cyprium boiss (Cyprus Germander), Orchid kotschyi
(Cyprus Bee Orchid). Delphinium caseyi and Salvia veneris are very rare and thus, they have great importance
for North Cyprus.
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CYPRUS CUISINE

A Blend of East and West

T

Though soups are generally prepared with cereals, it is sometimes
prepared by using meat or chicken or even fish. In the old days, people used to have a warm soup for their breakfast. The best soups are
tarhana (soup with cracked wheat dried in yoghurt), lentil soup, vermicelli soup and humus soup which is a good digestive after heavy
drinking.

Wining and dining in Cyprus is supported by a rich meze (starter) culture. Meze is almost essential for all Cypriots who enjoy drinking; for,
Cypriots consume alcoholic drinks with their meals. Dairy products, domestic birds, rabbit, capers and other pickled vegetables and tsakistes
are also served as mezes. Starters, which are many in kind, are served
in small plates in most of the restaurants. The picture of the history of
Cyprus, which is millenias of years old, can readily be seen on a starters
table. Hellim, the indigenous cheese of Cyprus; white cheese, which is
of Anatolian origin; Humus, the sesame paste with chick peas, garlic,
olive oil and lemon juice coming from the Arabian world and crab’s leg
coming from Far East may be readily found on the same table. Hellim is
the only cheese in the world that can be consumed and enjoyed either
raw or cooked (fried, grilled or baked). The best hellim is made by mixing
goat’s and sheep’s milk.

Like its starters and soups, the food of Cyprus has also been shaped
by various cultures. Molohiya, one of the few things that quickly come
to mind when Cyprus is mentioned, is the sultan of Cypriot meals.
Its leaves are dried for some time, before cooked with lamb meat or
chicken. This is the common form of cooking molohiya. Also cooked as
fresh, molohiya has been a source of inspiration for the Cyprus Nights
organized by many hotels. Kolokas, also an indigenous food of Cyprus
is cooked from the plant bearing the same name. Beeing a root plant
like potato, it is cooked generally with chicken and young kolokas
called boulles is fried. Yet another indispensable meal of the Cyprus
kitchen is dolma (stuffed leaves or vegetables). Meat dolma is made
with minced meat, rice is the basic ingredient of yalancı (liar) dolma
Besides the ones made by scooping out courgette, eggplant, onion and
tomato, the ones made by stuffing grape leaf and zucchini flowers are
also in great demand. Imam Bayildi (eggplants with tomato sauce) and
musakka (sliced vegetables with layers of spiced minced meat) are
also common main dishes.

he Island of Cyprus, which possesses a massively rich cultural
buildup, has a very special culinary culture that has formed in
the course of its nine millenia history. Besides being a quite
useful nutrient, the olive oil, produced from the olives of Cyprus, is lighter than other kinds and used vastly. The olive oil
which is combined with vegetables, and especially the Mediterranean
Diet, protects the islanders from many illnesses. In the Cypriot cuisine
there are two types of olives: the matured black one and the Tsakistes,
cracked green olives which are preserved in jars with salt and lemon
juice. Parallel to developing tourism, the Chinese, Italian and Indian
cuisines have also taken their places as restaurants. In the last two
decades, fast food and popular catering services have become more
common as well.
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In addition to the one made with rice, bulgur (cracked wheat) pilaf is
also consumed commonly in North Cyprus. In the old days, villagers
used to eat pilaf during the grape, carob, olive and wheat harvests.
Pilafs are served as a company for the main dish which is meat, chicken, etc. Mouchendra (green lentil and rice pilaf) is a tasty dish served
mainly with yoghurt.

CYPRUS CUISINE
When it comes to Cyprus, the dish that quickly comes to mind is
the Sheftali (peach) Kebab. It is prepared by stuffing terp (sheep’s
abdomen fat) with minced meat seasoned with various spices, onion and parsley and cooked slowly on brazier fire. Sheftali and other
kebabs are sometimes served in pitta bread envelope. Oven kebab,
shish kebab, lamb chops and chicken provide a unique diversity to
the quite rich barbecue culture of Cyprus.
Yet another basic nutrient meal of Cyprus, which is an island country, is the many sorts of fish. Fish that occupies a vital place in the
tourist sector are cooked on barbecue, fry pan and oven. Fry pan is
generally preferred to others. Grouper, red mullet, gilt-head bream
are the favourite types. Octopus and calamaria are also popular
sea food.
Fondness of Cypriots for the traditionally prepared pastry causes
these products to be a focus of interest for the visitors of the island. Flaky pastry, pie varieties and home made pasta are the most
favoured pastry varieties. Pilavuna (Easter cheese cake) and Pirohu
(Cyprus ravioli stuffed with hellim) are the representatives of this
segment of the kitchen.
There are quite tasty sweets in Cyprus, the best known of which
are Ekmek Kadayif and Lokma (doughnut in syrup), Shamali (semolina sweet) and Rice Puding. Also, cake and pastry sweets inspired
from the various cuisines of the world are served at hotels and
restaurants.
Fruit candies, a product of the Cypriot culture, is popularly named majoun. Glazed green walnuts, bitter oranges, small eggplants, dates,
outer coatings of watermelon are preserved fruits to offer guests.
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CYPRUS
CUISINE

Olives, Olive Oil and Carobs

OLIVES and OLIVE OIL, THE HOLY FRUIT OF THE MEDITERRANEAN
Mankind and the olive tree live together in great harmony for thousands of years, especially in the Mediterranean. Where there is sun and love,
there grows the olive tree. It is believed that the first olive tree was discovered in the Eastern Mediterranean between 5-7 thousand years BC.
Spreading to areas such as Greece (Crete is famous with its olives and olive oil), Turkey, Morocco, Italy, Spain and of course Cyprus, olive trees
were the life force for many communities; providing timber, food, medicine, shelter and even a holy incense protecting from evil eyes. Mediterranean people adapted the olive in their lives and recited it in their history, customs, myths, tales, songs and daily life. You cannot get rid of it by
cutting or burning the tree; the roots beneath the depths will grow green again and form new branches. This is why it is a general issue for myths
related with ‘reincarnation’ and ‘immortality’. Olive leaves are the symbol of peace on our world tired of wars; branches of it are in the hands,
hearts and yearnings of the ones whose hearts beat with peace. These longings are not in vain. The pigeon from the Noah’s Ark came back with
the good news of the land with an olive branch in its beak. Olive is really a culture of its own in Cyprus. It shows its total grandeur in August and
September. Olives which are matured and become larger are picked when they are green, crushed with a stone and placed in water. The water
is changed everyday and after five days, after their bitterness and acridness is removed, they are placed in a glass jar of clean water and salted
with coarse ground rock salt. A seasoning with chopped or crushed garlic, ground coriander seeds and olive oil is added on and your chakistes
is ready. When the fruits are ripened enough, they are picked as black olives, salted and take their place as one of the essential foodstuffs of the
house. Olive oil mills are another destination for matured olives. The most delicious health source of the world, the olive oil is produced in these
mills mainly with traditional methods.
NATURAL MEDICINE, CAROBS
This important member of the Mediterranean flora is also called goathorn and it is included in the holy books, known as the foodstuff which saved
St. John the Baptist from starvation in the desert. This valuable fruit with its composition of vitamins and minerals is the third common tree in
Cyprus after olives and citrus varieties. Carobs carry more iron than the other green vegetables and its calcium content is three times richer than
milk’s. Harup or harnup are the local names for it. It is proved that it has great effect against influenza, infections of upper respiratory system, allergic asthma, osteoporosis and anaemia. In adition to these, the high content of Vitamin A helps for antiaging and the antioxiding ability strengthens
the immune system. Although the consumption of its fruits as fancy fruits is not very popular nowadays, its syrup produced boiling the dried fruits
is very much liked by all Cypriots and the foreigners who settle in the Island. The concentrate obtained by pressing the fruits, the carob honey, is
used in chocolate and candy production and in cosmetics industry. The residual cake is a major additive for the feeds for racing horses.
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ECO
Tourism which Protects the Environment TOURISM

I

n the landscape of this tiny island where mother nature
offers all her charms, the sun, sea and sand bestow their
blessings on their guests with all their pristine beauty. The
spicy scents of warm summer nights herald an enchanted
holiday on this little island of the Eastern Mediterranean.
While listening to the sounds of nature, you will be astonished
by the number and lustre of the stars in the night sky. You may
even see shooting stars on a Cyprus evening and be able to
make a wish.
If you wish, you can spend your holiday in Northern Cyprus at
a five-star hotel, enjoy the brunch offering delicacies from the
Cypriot kitchen, lie by the swimming pool and take advantage of
the benefits of all the amenities provided by your hotel. Or you
can stay at a traditional village house or bungalow and take the
opportunity of seeing and even picking the fabled olives from
their trees, the raw material of the olive oil you have only seen
in glass bottles.
Ecotourism, defined in the tourism market as tourism related to
nature and the environment, is now accepted as a tool of sustainable development. The definition by TIES, the International
Ecotourism Society, is “the sort of tourism generally experienced by small groups in whichservices such as accomodation
and catering are provided by small and middle scale local firms.”
This type of tourism protects the environment, and the welfare
of the local people and is sensitive to the natural landscape. In
Northern Cyprus, ecotourism was initially started in the Karpas
area (the panhandle of the island) and there are targets to extend this sort of tourism around the whole year, encouraging
tourist groups with high income and education to the country
and preventing the destruction of the environment.
Mediterranean countries have been identified with the kind of
tourism which expands in the summer season in some certain
regions and mainly depends upon the three attractions: sea, sun
and sand. However, the actual tourist profile is changing and
tourism is now moving away from these traditional destinations.
Ecotourism and village house accomodation in our country began with a project prepared by Tourism Master Plan of the Ministry of Tourism. The attributes and potential of places in Karpas
region were examined and targets were fixed to create a novel
venue for tourists which was in harmony with the particular area
and with the general tourism policy.
Along with the increasing importance of tourism allied to environmental sustainability, ecotourism has begun to gain ground.
This type of tourism also supports the protection of the natural
environment and cultural sources by promoting understanding
of them, with low visitor numbers, providing social and economic benefit to the local folk and encouraging responsible visits to
natural, unspoiled areas.
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HANDICRAFTS

H

andicrafts of Cyprus are important components
of the culture with the labour spent for them and
the creativity which sustains the tradition. Through
research, items such as round, flat wickerwork
trays; fans, sacks, bread bags and mats made of
wicker, straw, stubble and date leaves; leather shepherd
bags; weaving (bed sheets, curtains, clothes, napkins, table covers) and the embroideries applied on them; lacework (Lefkara and cross-stitch Lapta styles are the most
famous ones); panels created by using the silk cocoons;
wood carving (especially the dowry chests); shepherd’s
flutes; utensils created by ironmongers, coppersmiths and
tinsmiths; boots made by the village craftsmen; pottery and
ceramics; embroideries for the edges of the headkerchiefs
have been discovered, yet very few of these have survived
to this day. The present day examples of the handicrafts
produced today with original materials and traditional
methods can be found through associations and cooperatives which organize courses for the village women for rural
development. Shops of the artisans of Great Khan (Büyük
Han) in Nicosia, some souvenir shops in the towns, Büyükkonuk Village are some significant spots for collecting nice
specimens of handicrafts of Cyprus.
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North Cyprus Handicrafts

HANDICRAFTS
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CULTURAL CENTRES - ASSOCIATIONS

CLUBS
KITOB KIBRIS TÜRK OTELCİLER BİRLİĞİ

NORTHERN CYPRUS HOTELIERS ASSOCIATION

TEL: +90 392 815 87 58 FAX: +90 392 815 80 52
e-mail: mail @northcyprus.net
web: www.northcyprus.net
SKAL INTERNATIONAL NICOSIA
TEL: +90 392 227 38 22 FAX: +90 392 228 16 20
e-mail: otem@kktc.net
SKAL INTERNATIONAL KYRENIA
TEL: +90 392 815 01 69 FAX: +90 392 815 54 35
e-mail: otem@kktc.net
SKAL INTERNATIONAL FAMAGUSTA
TEL: +90 392 366 58 77 FAX: +90 392 366 17 05
e-mail: onurtourism@hotmail.com
KITREB KIBRIS TÜRK REHBERLER BİRLİĞİ
CYPRUS TURKISH TOURIST GUIDES ASSOCIATION

TEL: +90 392 228 41 27

FAX: +90 392 228 65 85

RES – BİR KIBRIS TÜRK RESTORANCILAR BİRLİĞİ
NORTHERN CYPRUS RESTAURANTS ASSOCIATION

TEL: +90 392 815 21 65

FAX: +90 392 815 57 27

KAİB KİRALIK ARAÇ İŞLETMECİLERİ BİRLİĞİ
RENT A CAR COMPANIES UNION

TEL: +90 533 870 53 00 www.kibrisrentacar.com
FODER KIBRIS TÜRK FOTOĞRAF DERNEĞİ
CYPRUS TURKISH PHOTOGRAPHY ASSOCIATION

TEL: +90 392 227 31 41 FAX: +90 392 227 26 12
HAS – DER HALK SANATLARI VAKFI
FOLK ARTS FOUNDATION

TEL: 0542 853 49 83
OTANTİK KÜLTÜR SANAT DERNEĞİ
AUTHENTIC CULTURE & ART ASSOCIATION

TEL: 0542 853 11 10
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CLUBS
GENÇLİK MERKEZİ BİRLİĞİ

KIBRIS TÜRK FİLARMONİ DERNEĞİ

UNION OF YOUTH CENTRES

CYPRUS TURKISH PHILARMONIC ASSOCIATION

TEL: +90 392 228 46 22

TEL: 0533 865 97 79

LEFKOŞA GENÇLİK MERKEZİ

MÜDER MÜZİK ÜRETENLER DERNEĞİ

NICOSIA YOUTH CENTER

MUSIC PRODUCERS ASSOCIATION

TEL: +90 392 228 46 22

TEL: 0542 852 0193

LEFKOŞA FOLKLOR DERNEĞİ

MÜZE DOSTLARI DERNEĞİ

NICOSIA FOLKLORE ASSOCIATION

MUSEUM FRIENDS ASSOCIATION

TEL: 0542 851 80 26

TEL: +90 392 228 93 45 – 0533 840 07 89

ÇAĞDAŞ HALK DANSLARI DERNEĞİ

DAĞCILIK SPOR DERNEĞİ

CONTEMPORARY FOLK DANCES ASSOCIATION

ASSOCIATION OF MOUNTAINEERING & SPORTS

TEL: 0533 863 53 32

TEL: 0542 851 18 00

EMAA AKDENİZ AVRUPA SANAT DERNEĞİ

KIBRIS TÜRK FİLATELİ DERNEĞİ

EUROPEAN MEDITERRANEAN ART ASSOCIATION

CYPRUS TURKISH PHILATELY ASSOCIATION

TEL: 0533 866 30 85

TEL: +90 392 227 14 42 – 0533 860 10 11

KIBATEK KIBRIS BALKANLAR AVRASYA TÜRK
EDEBİYATLARI KURUMU

KUZEY KIBRIS HALKLA İLİŞKİLER DERNEĞİ

CYPRUS BALKANS EURASIA TURKISH
LITERATURES INSTITUTION

TEL: 0533 860 25 12

TEL: 0542 852 78 15

KIBRIS TÜRK KARİKATÜRCÜLER DERNEĞİ

NORTH CYPRUS PUBLIC RELATIONS ASSOCIATION

TURKISH CYPRIOT CARTOONISTS ASSOCIATION

SAMTAY (FAMAGUSTA HISTORICAL RESEARCHES)
FOUNDATION
TEL: +90 392 366 59 19

TEL: 0533 866 99 90

KUZEY KIBRIS MÜZİK DERNEĞİ
NORTH CYPRUS MUSICAL ASSOCIATION

TEL: 0533 868 42 43
MÜZİK DOSTLARI DERNEĞİ
FRIENDS OF MUSIC ASSOCIATION

TEL: 0533 861 51 05
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FESTIVALS

March
* EASTERN MEDITERRANEAN UNIVERSITY UNDERWATER
PHOTOGRAPHY AND FILM FESTIVAL
* MEDOSH TULIP FESTIVAL IN AVTEPE AND IN TEPEBAŞI
April
* HİSARKÖY ORCHID FESTIVAL
* MORMENEKŞE ARTICHOKE FESTIVAL
April – May
* SPRING MUSIC FESTIVAL AT BELLAPAIS
May –June
* GÜSAD GÜZELYURT INTERNATIONAL
CULTURE AND ART FESTIVAL
* EASTERN MEDITERRANEAN UNIVERSITY SAND SCULPTURE
FESTIVAL AND COMPETITION
* NORTH CYPRUS INTERNATIONAL BELLAPAIS MUSIC FESTIVAL
June
* ESENTEPE APRICOT FESTIVAL
* LAPTA TOURISM FESTIVAL
* LEFKA WALNUT FESTIVAL
* TÜRKSOY OPERA DAYS
June - July
* GÜZELYURT ORANGE FESTIVAL
* INTERNATIONAL FAMAGUSTA CULTURE AND ART FESTIVAL
* TRADITIONAL ISKELE FESTIVAL
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North Cyprus Festivals

July
* GÖNYELİ INTERNATIONAL FOLK DANCES FESTIVAL
August
* CYPRUS THEATRE FESTIVAL INTERNATIONAL KYRENIA
CULTURE AND ART FESTIVAL
* LEFKOŞA TURKISH MUNICIPALITY INTERNATIONAL LEFKOŞA
FOLK DANCE FESTIVAL
* MEHMETÇİK GRAPE FESTIVAL
* YENİBOĞAZİÇİ PULYA (CARTOONS) FESTIVAL
September
* INTERNATIONAL TATLISU CAROB FESTIVAL
* OZANKÖY CAROB SYRUP FESTIVAL
September – October
* INTERNATIONAL NORTH CYPRUS MUSIC FESTIVAL
October
* INTERNATIONAL GİRNE OLIVE FESTIVAL
* KYRENIA JAZZ FESTIVAL
* TRADITIONAL BÜYÜKKONUK ECO DAY FESTIVAL
November – December
* EFES PILSEN BLUES FESTIVAL

FESTIVALS
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CONGRESS

Convention Facilities in North Cyprus

Hotels with Congress Halls Theatre (pax)

N

orthern Cyprus now offers excellent congress tourism facilities together with warm hospitality,
culture, history, cuisine, nature and a ‘four season long’ congress season with almost 350 days
of sunshine. According to the authorities, being accepted as a member by the International Congress and Conference Association ICCA, the country took the first step that will carry it to the
market of congresses and conferences. The Ministry of Tourism, Environment and Culture, on
the other hand, continues preparations for the progress by participating in greatest tourism and congress
fairs of the world. Over a relatively short period of time, North Cyprus has become one of the most attractive congress destinations in the Eastern Mediterranean. Knowing that a broad variety of congress and
conference premises and services is a prerequisite for accomodating organizers’ needs, modern hotels
have been built, offering a wide range of conference and modern service facilities. According to recent
reports now, many hotels and congress centres in Northern Cyprus also are providing facilities which
meet the standards required by the international congress tourism. In addition to the hotels, universities
in Northern Cyprus also have congress centres within their campuses. Alongside the Near East University,
Kyrenia American University, Middle East Technical University, Eastern Mediterranean University and Cyprus International University, Atatürk Cultural Centre in Nicosia and Ministry of Tourism’s Meeting Hall are
among the recommended congress centres in Northern Cyprus.

Hotels with congress centres and their capacities :
Acapulco Resort – Convention – Spa; 20 halls with capacities varying from
100 up to 2000 people.
Arkın Palm Beach Hotel; Congress hall with a capacity of 400 people.
The Colony Hotel; 6 halls with capacities from 50 to 200 people.
Cratos Hotel; 8 halls 2ith capacities of 70 to 750 people.
Dedeman Olive Tree Hotel; Congress hall with a capacity of 600 people.
Dome Hotel; 3 halls with capacities varying from 50 to 400 people.
Golden Tulip Hotel; 5 halls with capacities from 25 to 300 people.
Kaya Artemis Resort; 10 halls with capacities ranging from 85 to 700 people.
Kyrenia Jasmine Court Hotel; Congress Hall with a capacity of 300 people.
Malpas Hotel; 5 halls with capacities ranging from 70 up to 800 people.
Merit Crystal Cove Hotel; two halls with 60 and 1200 people capacities.
Merit Lefkoşa Hotel; two halls with 200 people capacity each.
Merit Park Hotel; 9 halls with capacities varying from 30 up to 940 people.
Noah’s Ark Hotel; 10 halls with capacities ranging from 40 people to 1200
people.
Rocks Hotel; meeting room with 80 people capacity.
Salamis Bay Conti Resort Hotel; 7 halls with capacities ranging from 30 up
to 700 people.
Savoy Hotel; Congress hall with a capacity of 450 people.
Vuni Palace Hotel; 5 halls with capacities ranging from 30 up to 800 people.
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Convention Facilities in North Cyprus
Acapulo. Resort. Convention Spa.

Dedeman Olive Tree

Academia
Consensus
Discuss
Workshop
Premier
Premier 1
Premier 2
Premier 3
Prestige 1
Prestige 2
Workshop 1
Workshop 2
Workshop 3
Workshop 4
Workshop 5
Workshop 6
Workshop 7
Workshop 8
Workshop 9
Panorama

-

650 people
160 people
160 people
80 people
2000 people
600 people
700 people
700 people
150 people
150 people
100 people
90 people
100 people
100 people
100 people
100 people
100 people
100 people
100 people
1700 people

Arkın Palm Beach
Great Room

400 people

The Colony Hotel
The James Room
The Harvey Room
The James Room &
The Harvey Room
Courtyard
The James &
Courtyards Rooms
The James Harvey &
Courtyard Rooms

Dome Hotel
Afrodit Room
Red Room
Ball Room
Golden Tulip
Ball Room
Selimiye
Bedesten
Büyük Han
Bellapais

300 people
50 people
40 people
25 people
25 people

Kayan Artemis Resort
Efes 1
Efes 2
Efes 3
Foça
İzmir
Aydın
Urla
Bergama
Apollon
Zeus

600 people
480 people
650 people
168 people
196 people
168 people
85 people
168 people
700 people
400 people

St. Hilarion
Karmi

300 people
35 people

150 people
200 people

750 people
100 people
100 people
100 people
100 people
70 people
70 people
80 people

200 people
220 people

Bellapais 1+2+3+4
Bellapais 1
Bellapais 2
Bellapais 3
Bellapais 4
Meeting Room 1
Meeting Room 2
Meeting Room 3
Meeting Room 4

940 people
120 people
120 people
350 people
350 people
30 people
30 people
30 people
30 people

Noah’s Ark
Genesis
Masis 1
Masis 2
Masis 3
Masis 4
Zagros 1,2,3,4,5,6

1200 people
90 people
50 people
50 people
40 people
40 people

Rocks Hotel
Meeting

80 people

Salamis Bay Conti
Kyrenia Jasmine Court Hotel

100 people
80 people

Merit Lefkosa
Sultan Restaurant
Reha Arar Hall
Merit Park

60 people
40 people
400 people

50 people
50 people

Cratos Hotel
Nobel (Balkon)
Balzac
Moliere
Cervantes
Dickens
Hemingway
Salinger
Diderot

600 people

CONGRESS

Malpas Hotel
Buffavento
La Broche
Mansion A
Mansion B
Mansion C

800 people
100 people
400 people
140 people
70 people

700 people
40 people
140 people
140 people
40 people
30 people
40 people

Savoy Hotel
Selim

450 people

Vuni Palace

Merit Crystal Cove
Congress Center
Alsancak Hall

Salamis
St. Barnabas
Canbulat
Namık Kemal
Kantara
Lala Mustafa Pasha
Akkule

1200 people
60 people

Vuni Hall
Oscar Hall
Buffavento
St. Hilarion
Bellapais
Kantara

800 people
200 people
50 people
40 people
30 people
20 people
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FAITH
TOURISM
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Religious Sites in North Cyprus

Religious Sites in North Cyprus

S

ince the early ages, Cyprus has been an island where
people of different faiths and sects have co-existed, united and sometimes fought, an island where temples of different beliefs were built. There are so many ancient and
not so ancient places of worship here: the Pigades Shrine
and temples and the Vouni Palace; the famous birthplace
in Paphos of one of the most inspiring goddesses of mythology known to the Greeks as Aphrodite and to the Romans as Venus;
records of early Christians, the Crusaders, of Arab raids, the remains of
Byzantine worship, Famagusta-the city of 365 churches, Catholic Gothic
cathedrals and monasteries and finally the Muslim Ottomans... One only
needs to glance briefly backwards through history to see that Cyprus, despite her tiny area, has had great adventures with her faiths and beliefs.
Within the labyrinth of the past, the capital of Cyprus had moved from
Salamis to Lapta (Lambousa) and then to Larnaca; but the longest duration of being the administrational centre is possessed by Nicosia. From
ancient times to the present day, the name of this wonderful loom of various civilizations had many alterations: Lidra, Levkonteon, Kermia, I Hora
or Şeher (both mean ‘the city’), Levkosia, Nicosia and at last Lefkosia or
Lefkoşa.
If we look at the wealth of faiths of Cyprus from the viewpoint of existing
religions, the most important event especially from the Christians is that
Saint Paul went with Saint Barnabas to Paphos in 45 AD and converted
the Roman Imperial Governor to Christianity. The Pro-Consul proclaimed
Christianity to the official religion of the land he governed, thus making
Cyprus the first country in the world to be governed by a Christian ruler.
After this significant event, St. Barnabas was stoned to death. His grave
was sought for many years, and when it was found in the late 5th century, the Byzantine Emperor Zeno ordered the construction of a church
and monastery on the spot, because the grave of an Apostle certified
the independence of the Cyprus Orthodox Church. The church and the
monastery which today function as an icon and archaeology museum
are considered a major place to visit.
Atatürk Square which was known as Konak or Sarayönü Square in old
times has a social and commercial importance. The Venetian Column or
Dikilitaş (Obelisk) in the centre of the square was brought from Salamis
and erected as a symbol of the Venetian Rule. On top of the 6 m. high
column, a bronze orb had been placed by the British for replacing the lost
St. Mark’s Lion of the Venetians. Coat of arm of a noble Venetian family,
some ornaments and inscriptions are displayed on the pedestal and the
base of the column.
The Apostolos Andreas Monastery situated almost at the tip of the
Karpas Peninsula was dedicated to St. Andrew, who is known also as
the miracle-maker and the first priest. It is believed that the freshwater
spring here is very efficacious. St. Mamas Church in Güzelyurt and the
tomb of St. Mamas (the patron saint of the tax payers) in this church are
also of significant importance and masses are held on certain feast days.
Saint Hilarion Castle overlooking Kyrenia from the peaks of the Kyrenia
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Range (Five Finger Mountains) was named after a famous monk who
came from Jerusalem and lived here in seclusion in a cave. Sourp Magar
(Santa Maria) is an Armenian Monastery nestling in the mountains. It is
somewhat ruined today but was an important destination for pilgrimage
in the Middle Ages.
The tomb and tekke of Hala Sultan on the shores of the Salt Lake in Larnaca, is a very important destination for Moslem pilgrims, and was built on
the spot where Umm Haram, a relative of Prophet Mohammed died during an Arab invasion. During the Ottoman Period, Turkish ships passing
off the shore of Larnaca used to lower their flags and fire their cannons
in salute. Both Hazreti Omer Tekke on the coast of Kyrenia, which was
created after an Arab commander named Omar and his six comrades
and Kırklar Tekke near Ercan Airport with forty tombs inside are also important Muslim pilgrimage destinations.
Cyprus, which served as a base for Knights Templar and the Hospitallers
of the Crusades, became a Lusignan Island after the retreat of the Christians from Jerusalem where those who chose not to return to Europe
settled. The glorious Bellapais Abbey (Abbaye de la Paix = Abbey of
Peace) and the Santa Sophia Cathedral (Selimiye Mosque) in Nicosia and
Saint Nicholas Cathedral (Lala Mustafa Pasha Mosque) in Famagusta
(the latter cathedral was where the Lusignan Kings were crowned), are
known as the best preserved examples of early Gothic architecture.
The Bayraktar Tomb and Mosque on the Constanza Bastion of Nicosia’s
city walls was created in dedication to the Turkish soldier who was martyred while planting the banner during the conquest of Nicosia by the Ottomans in 1570. The Tomb and Tekke of Aziz Efendi (the regiment Imam
Abdulaziz Efendi) who was killed during the fighting for the conquest is
situated behind the municipal market in Nicosia. There are many tombs
of the soldiers killed during the conquest scattered around the town. Unfortunately some of them were demolished for the sake of urban planning; but there are other tombs and graves named locally as “shehida”
together with the Tomb of Djanbulat Bey of Kilis, the famous martyr of
1571 which is in Famagusta and the Grave of Pir Pasha in Lefka, which
are considered important places to visit and it has become a tradition to
cover them with a green cloth, and light votive candles.
The Mevlevi Tekke in Nicosia was viewed as one of the most important
centeres of this Sufi sect after Konya, İstanbul and Damascus. The venue
now serves as a museum, and every year on 17th December, the anniversary of Rumî’s death, a performance of the sema (the sacred whirling)
by the whirling dervishes takes place here. The tomb and tekke of Kutup
Osman Efendi in Famagusta was used as the centre of the halvetiyye
sect in Cyprus.
Northern Cyprus is proud of having great variety of tourist attractions
such as sun-sea-sand, casinos and congress facilities. But its richness
of diverse cultures and holy destinations for a variety of believers cannot
be surpassed.
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UNIVERSITIES

In Northern Cyprus, students from all over the world may matriculate in one of the various universities equipped with modern educational facilities. It is not just the fine weather that attracts young
people but also the modern colleges with their varied faculties, branches and courses providing
ideal conditions, compared to the overcrowded universities in many Western cities. There are over
fifthy thousand university students from almost seventy countries having their higher educations in
Northern Cyprus. Information are given on the respective websites.

Cyprus International University
www.ciu.edu.tr

Eastern Mediterranean University
www.emu.edu.tr

European University of Lefka
www.lefke.edu.tr

Girne American University
www.gau.edu.tr

Middle East Technical University North
Cyprus Campus
www.ncc.metu.edu.tr

Near East University
www.neu.edu.tr

University of Mediterranean Karpasia
www.akun.edu.tr
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HOTELS

List of Member Hotels of North Cyprus Hoteliers Association KITOB

Name of the Hotel

Class

ACAPULCO BEACH CLUB & RESORT

Region

Telephone

Fax

No.of Beds

*****

Çatalköy,
GİRNE (East)

(+90 392)
824 41 10

(+90 392) 824
44 55

1578

***

Alsancak,
GİRNE (West)

(+90 392)
821 82 36

(+90 392) 821
25 09

140

Touristic
Bungalow

Alsancak,
GİRNE (West)

(+90 392)
821 28 85

(+90 392) 821
28 89

68

Holiday Village

Ozanköy,
GİRNE (East)

(+9 392 )
815 50 01

(+90 392) 815
50 03

138

Touristic
Bungalow

Bellapais,
GİRNE (East)

(+90 392)
815 36 55

(+90 392)
815 77 01

144

**

GİRNE
(Center)

(+90 392)
815 23 19

(+90 392) 815
52 62

66

Boutique Hotel

GAZİMAĞUSA
(Center)

(+90 392)
366 20 00

(+90 392) 366
28 02

204

Touristic
Bungalow

Alsancak,
GİRNE (West)

(+90 392)
821 26 09

(+90 392) 821
26 11

56

BELLA VIEW HOTEL
www.bellaview.net

Boutique
Hotel

Bellapais,
GİRNE (East)

(+90 392)
816 11 55

(+90 392) 816
11 99

42

BELLAPAIS MONASTERY VIL.
www.bellapaismonasteryvillage.com

Holiday
Village

Bellapais,
GİRNE (East)

(+90 392)
815 91 71

(+90 392) 815
90 58

130

Special
Certificated

Bellapais,
GİRNE (East)

(+90 392)
815 60 66

(+90 392) 815
76 67

34

*

Dipkarpaz, İSKELE

(+90 392)
372 23 93

(+90 392) 372
22 55

28

BRISTOL HOTEL

**

GİRNE
(Center)

(+90 392)
815 65 70

(+90 392) 815
73 65

36

CELEBRITY HOTEL
www.celebrıty-hotel.com

***

Lapta, GİRNE
(West)

(+90 392)
821 87 51

(+90 392) 821
26 72

180

Touristic
Bungalow

Alsancak,
GİRNE (West)

(+90 392) 821
28 72

(+90 392) 821
28 75

58

CITY ROYAL HOTEL
www.city-royal.com

***

LEFKOŞA

(+90 392) 228
76 21

(+90 392) 228
75 80

160

CLUB ALDA
www.clubalda.com

Touristic
Bungalow

Lapta, GİRNE
(West)

(+90 392) 821
87 80

(+90 392) 821
82 28

28

CLUB ASENA

Touristic
Bungalow

Lapta, GİRNE
(West)

(+90 392) 821
89 47

(+90 392) 821
28 59

36

www.acapulco.com.tr

ADA BEACH HOTEL
www.ada-hotel.com
ALMOND HOLIDAY VIL.
www.almond-holidays.com
ALTINKAYA HOL.RES.HOTEL&BUNG
www.altinkaya-cyprus.com
AMBELIA VILLAGE
www.cyprus-ambelia.com
ANADOL HOTEL
www.anadolhotel.com
ARKIN PALM BEACH HOTEL
www.arkinpalmbeachhotel.com
BARE HILL HOLIDAY VIL.
www.bare-hill.com

BELLAPIS GARDENS
www.bellapaisgardens.com
BLUE SEA HOTEL

CITRUS TREE GARDENS
www.citrus-tree.com
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HOTELS
Name of the Hotel

Class

Region

Telephone

Fax

No.of Beds

**

Karşıyaka,
GİRNE (West)

(+90 392) 825
20 17

(+90 392) 825
20 20

88

***

Lapta,
GİRNE (West)

(+90 392) 821
89 61

(+90 392) 821
89 66

482

Touristic
Bungalow

Karşıyaka,
GİRNE (West)

(+90 392) 825
24 76

(+90 392) 825
24 86

104

Holiday Village

GİRNE
(Center)

(+90 392) 815
1549

(+90 392) 815
18 38

156

*****

Çatalköy,
GİRNE (East)

(+90 392) 444
42 42

(+90 392) 444
32 32

820

**

Mehmetçik,
İSKELE

(+90 392) 375
55 50

(+90 392) 375
55 40

74

****

Çatalköy,
GİRNE (East)

(+90 392) 824
42 00

(+90 392) 824
42 09

250

***

Alsancak,
GİRNE (West)

(+90 392) 821
87 10

(+90 392) 821
84 33

114

****

Alsancak,
GİRNE (West)

(+90 392) 821
26 76

(+90 392) 821
27 27

108

DOME HOTEL
www.domehotelcyprus.com

****

GİRNE
(Center)

(+90 392) 815
24 53

(+90 392) 815
27 72

320

DORANA HOTEL
www.doronahotel.com

***

GİRNE
(Center)

(+90 392) 815
35 21

(+90 392) 815
58 22

66

EXOTIC HOTEL
www.cyprusexotic.com

**

Boğaz,
İSKELE

(+90 392) 371
28 81

(+90 392) 371
30 12

44

Touristic
Bungalow

Edremit,
GİRNE (West)

(+90 533)
8297645 / 6

Touristic
Bungalow

Karaoğlanoğlu,
GİRNE (West)

(+90 392) 822
27 18

(+90 392) 822
22 16

24

Touristic
Bungalow

Ozanköy,
GİRNE (East)

(+90 392)

(+90 392)

20

Touristic
Bungalow

Lapta,
GİRNE (West)

(+90 392) 821
27 30

(+90 392) 821
81 29

40

*****

LEFKOŞA

(+90 392) 610
50 50

(+90 392) 610
50 64

278

Alsancak,
GİRNE (West)

+90 (392)
8218540

GİRNE
(Center)

(+90 392) 816
01 82

CLUB GÜZELYALI HOTEL
www.laterrooms.com
CLUB LAPETHOS
www.lapethoshotel.com
CLUB SİMENA HOTEL
www.clubsimena-hotel.com
CLUB Z
www.hotelclubz.com
CRATOS PREMIUM HOTEL&CASINO
www.cratospremium.com
ÇELEBİ GARDEN HOTEL
www.celebigarden.com
DEDEMAN OLIVE TREE HOTEL
www.dedeman.com
DENİZKIZI HOTEL
www.denizkizi.com
DENİZKIZI ROYAL HOTEL
www.denizkizi.com

FAIRMONT CYPRUS HOLIDAY VILLAGE
www.fairmontcyprus.com
FIAN BUNGALOWS
www.fianhotel.com
FIVE FINGERS HOLIDAY BUNG.
www.5-fingers.co.uk
FLIPPER’S HOLIDAY VIL.
www.flippers-cyprus.com
GOLDEN TULIP NICOSIA HOTEL&CASINO
www.goldentulipnicosia.com

GOLDEN BAY
GRAND CENTER HOTEL

*

36

82
(+90 392) 816
01 94

36
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HOTELS

List of Member Hotels of North Cyprus Hoteliers Association(according to the alphabetical order)

Name of the Hotel
GREEN HOLIDAY VILLAGE
www.greenholidayvillage.com

Class

Region

Telephone

Fax

No.of Beds

Touristic
Bungalow

Alsancak,
GİRNE (West)

(+90 392)
821 33 00

(+90 392)
821 32 34

108

*

GÜZELYURT
(Center)

(+90 392)
714 34 12

(+90 392)
714 50 85

38

*

GİRNE
(Center)

(+90 392)
815 68 55

(+90 392)
815 68 57

30

Touristic
Bungalow

GİRNE
(Center)

(+90 392)
815 33 83

(+90 392)
815 16 62

42

*

GİRNE
(Center)

(+90 392)
815 22 40

(+90 392)
815 27 42

36

***

Lapta, GİRNE
(West)

(+90 392)
821 27 70

(+90 392)
821 27 74

68

Apart Hotel

GİRNE
(Center)

(+90 392)
815 45 15

(+90 392)
815 55 59

60

**

GİRNE
(Center)

(+90 392)
815 59 34

(+90 392)
815 59 37

68

*****

Bafra, İSKELE

(+90 392)
630 60 00

(+90 392)
630 60 90

1484

KOCAREİS BUNGALOWS
www.kocareisresort.com

Touristic
Bungalow

Salamis,
GAZİMAĞUSA

(+90 392)
378 82 29

(+90 392)
378 83 22

60

KORINEUM GOLF&COUNTRY CLUB
www.korineumgolf.com

Boutique
Hotel

Esentepe,
GİRNE (East)

(+90 392)
600 15 00

(+90 392)
600 15 15

172

KYRENIA JASMINE COURT HOTEL
www.jasmincourthotel.com

*****

GİRNE
(Center)

(+90 392)
650 00 50

(+90 392)
815 14 88

392

KYRENIA OSCAR RESORT HOTEL
www.oscar-resort.com

****

GİRNE
(Center)

(+90 392)
815 48 01

(+90 392)
815 39 80

514

LA HOTEL&RESORT
www.la-hotel-cyprus.com

****

Lapta, GİRNE
(West)

(+90 392)
821 89 81

(+90 392)
821 89 92

224

Touristic
Bungalow

Lapta, GİRNE
(West)

(+90 392)
821 89 99

(+90 392)
821 25 44

40

*

Lapta, GİRNE
(West)

(+90) 533
862 15 00

**

GİRNE
(Center)

(+90 392)
815 65 21

(+90 392) 815
66 59

123

MALPAS HOTEL
www.malpashotel.com

*****

Çatalköy,
GİRNE (East)

(+90 392)
824 47 57

(+90 392) 824
54 52

342

MANOLYA HOTEL
www.manolyahotel.com

***

Lapta, GİRNE
(West)

(+90 392)
821 84 98

(+90 392) 821
81 24

122

GÜZELYURT HOTEL
HARBOUR SCENE HOTEL
HIGH LIFE HOLIDAY VIL.
www.highlifecyprus.com
HOTEL BRITISH
www.britishhotelcyprus.com
HOTEL SEMPATI
www.hotelsempati.com
KAAN HOTEL APT
www.kaanhotel.com
KAŞGAR COURT HOTEL

KAYA ARTEMİS RESORT&CASINO
www.kayatourism.com.tr

LA SIESTA HOLIDAY VIL.
www.lasiesta.co.uk
LAPİDA HOTEL
www.lapidahotel.com
LIFE HOTEL
www.life-hotel.com
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30

HOTELS
Name of the Hotel

Class

Region

Telephone

Fax

No.of Beds

MERCURE HOTEL
www.mercurecyprus.com

*****

Karaoğlanoğlu,
GİRNE (West)

(+90 392)
650 25 00

(+90 392)
650 25 59

606

MERİT CRYSTAL COVE HOTEL
www.meritcrystalcove.com

*****

Alsancak,
GİRNE (West)

(+90 392)
650 02 00

(+90 392)
650 02 10

632

MERİT LEFKOŞA HOTEL&CASINO
www.merithotels.com

*****

LEFKOŞA

(+90 392) 228
45 70

(+90 392)
228 50 11

244

Touristic
Bungalow

Karaoğlanoğlu,
GİRNE (West)

(+90 392)
822 35 70

(+90 392)
822 35 73

64

MOUNTAIN VIEW HOTEL
www.northcyprusmountainview.com

**

Karaoğlanoğlu,
GİRNE (West)

(+90 392)
822 34 53

(+90 392)
822 34 55

98

NOAH’S ARK DELUXE HOTEL&CASİNO
www.noahsark.com.tr

*****

Bafra,
İSKELE

(+90 392)
630 30 00

(+90 392)
630 30 30

1232

NOSTALGIA HOTEL
www.nostalgiahotel.com/tamco.html

*

GİRNE
(Center)

(+90 392)
815 30 79

(+90 392)
815 13 76

52

***

GİRNE
(Center)

(+90 392)
815 58 50

(+90 392)
815 58 53

128

Touristic
Bungalow

Karaoğlanoğlu,
GİRNE (West)

(+90 533)
836 28 13

(+90 392)
822 28 00

44

****

GİRNE
(Center)

(+90 392)
650 50 00

(+90 392)
650 50 42

288

**

Alsancak,
GİRNE (West)

(+90 392)
822 30 32

(+90 392)
822 30 35

36

**

GAZİMAĞUSA
(Center)

(+90 392)
366 43 92

(+90 392)
366 29 49

104

Touristic
Bungalow

Alsancak,
GİRNE (West)

(+90 392)
821 81 57

(+90 392)
821 81 53

48

RIVERSIDE GARDEN RESORT
www.riversideholidayvillage.com

Holiday
Village

Alsancak,
GİRNE (West)

(+90 392)
821 89 06

(+90 392)
821 89 08

306

RIVIERA BEACH BUNG. & MOCAMP
www.rivierahotel-northcyprus.com

Touristic
Bungalow

Karaoğlanoğlu,
GİRNE (West)

(+90 392)
822 20 26

(+90 392)
822 20 62

116

*****

GİRNE
(Center)

(+90 392)
650 04 00

(+90 392)
650 04 04

314

MOON ROSE HOLIDAY VIL.
www.moonroseholidayvillage.com

ONAR HOLIDAY VIL.
www.onarvillage.com

PARADASSIA COURT
PIA BELLA HOTEL
www.piabella.com
PINE BAY CLUB

PORTOFINO HOTEL
www.portofinohotel-cyprus.com
PRIMARY HOLIDAY VIL.
www.phv-cyprus.com

ROCKS HOTEL
www.rockshotel.com
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HOTELS

List of Member Hotels of North Cyprus Hoteliers Association(according to the alphabetical order)

Name of the Hotel

Class

Region

Telephone

Fax

No.of Beds

Touristic
Bungalow

Lapta, GİRNE
(West)

(+90 392)
821 89 27

(+90 392)
821 89 75

88

*****

Salamis,
GAZIMAĞUSA

(+90 392)
378 82 01

(+90 392)
378 82 09

850

**

GİRNE
(Center)

(+90 392)
815 62 79

(+90 392)
815 62 80

44

*****

GİRNE
(Center)

(+90 392)
444 3000

(+90 392)
444 6000

256

**

Salamis,
GAZIMAĞUSA

(+90 392)
378 90 33

(+90 392)
378 90 13

57

*

Alsancak,
GİRNE (West)

(+90 392)
821 12 20

(+90 392)
821 12 31

24

*****

GİRNE
(Center)

(+90 392)
815 15 18

(+90 392)
815 59 88

200

**

GAZİMAĞUSA
(Center)

(+90 392)
366 12 22

(+90 392)
366 10 32

80

Touristic
Bungalow

Edremit,
GİRNE (West)

(+90 392)
822 26 20

(+90 392)
822 26 22

62

***

GİRNE
(Center)

(+90 392)
815 67 01

(+90 392)
815 67 05

170

Touristic
Bungalow

Yeşiltepe,
GİRNE (West)

(+90 392)
821 84 00

(+90 392)
821 80 47

62

**

GİRNE
(Center)

(+90 392)
815 17 41

(+90 392)
815 17 40

40

***

Karaoğlanoğlu,
GİRNE (West)

(+90 392)
822 22 04

(+90 392)
822 24 78

144

VUNI PALACE HOTEL
www.vunipalacehotel.com

*****

GİRNE
(Center)

(+90 392)
816 09 20

(+90 392)
816 09 24

352

WHITE PEARL HOTEL
www.whitepearlhotel.com

*

GİRNE
(Center)

(+90 392)
815 04 29

(+90 392)
816 01 10

20

ROSE GARDENS HOLIDAY VIL.
www.cyprus-rose.com
SALAMIS BAY CONTI RESORT HOTEL
www.salamisbayconti.com
SAMMYS HOTEL
www.sammyshotels.com
SAVOY HOTEL
www.savoyhotel.com
SKY VENUS OTEL
www.skyvenusbeach.com
TERVETULOA HOTEL
THE COLONY HOTEL
www.parkheritage.com
THE DEE EUROPEAN HOTEL
www.thedeeeuropeanhotel.com
THE HIDEAWAY CLUB
www.hideawayclub.com
THE SHIP INN HOTEL
www.theshipinn.com
THE VILLA CLUB
www.villa-club.com/cyprus
THE WATERMILL HOTEL
www.watermillhotelnorthcyprus.com
TOPSET HOTEL
www.topsethotel.com

05.02.2013 tarihinde güncellenmiştir.
The list has been updated on 05.02.2013
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Guest Houses of Karpas Eco
PENSIONS
Tourism Association of North Cyprus
AŞUT GUEST HOUSE – BÜYÜKKONUK - 5 rooms
TEL. +90 533 860 48 61
www.asutguesthouse.com
AY PHODIOS GUEST HOUSE – BÜYÜKKONUK - 4 rooms
TEL. +90 542 860 62 73
CYPRUS GUEST HOUSE – DİPKARPAZ - 3 rooms
TEL. +90 533 865 37 40
www.cyprusguesthouse.net
ÇEBİLER GUEST HOUSE – DİPKARPAZ - 5 rooms
TEL. +90 533 881 01 61
www.cebiguesthouse.com
GALİFES GUEST HOUSE – BÜYÜKKONUK - 4 rooms
TEL. +90 533 830 70 96
KARPAZ ARCH HOUSE – DİPKARPAZ - 17 rooms
TEL. +90 392 372 20 09
www.karpazarchouses.com
KARPAZ ÇİFTLİK PANSİYON – DİPKARPAZ - 4 rooms
TEL. +90 533 841 51 64
www.karpazciftlikevi.com
KARPAZ STONE HOUSES – DİPKARPAZ - 4 rooms
TEL. +90 533 844 60 06
MARISOTE GUEST HOUSE - 4 rooms
TEL. +90 533866 03 01
ROZAGİ GUEST HOUSE – MEHMETÇİK - 5 rooms
TEL. +90 533 860 82 68
www.rozagi.com
ŞİNYA GUEST HOUSE – TATLISU - 5 rooms
TEL. +90 533 863 48 58
www.sinyaclub.com
TEKO’S KARPASIA NATURE HOUSE – DİPKARPAZ - 10 rooms
TEL. +90 533 863 73 65
www.tekosplace.com
VILLA CARPARIS – DİPKARPAZ - 6 rooms
TEL. +90 533 864 44 31
www.villacarparis.com
VILLA LEMBOS – DİPKARPAZ - 6 rooms
TEL. +90 542 872 94 15
www.villalembos.com
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Overseas Representatives of the TRNC

AUSTRALIA
Melbourne Honorary Representative Office
547 Ballarat Road, Sunshine, P.O. Box: 687 Sunshine Vic. 3020 Australia
Tel.: +61 39 9312 5628
Fax: +61 39 9306 9628
Sidney Representative Office
136 Wangee Road, Greenacre NSW 2190 - Sidney, Australia
Tel.: +61 2 975 95133 Fax: +61 2 887 05150
AZERBAIJAN
Baku Representative Office
Füzuli Küç No: 69 Flat 5 - Baku Azerbaijan
Tel.: +994 12 959 351 Fax: +994 12 932 086
BELGIUM
Brussels Representative Office
284/286 Avenue Louise BTE-10 - 1050 Brussels, Belgique
Tel.: +32 2 648 4756 / 648 4870 Fax: +32 2 648 7088
CANADA
Canada Honorary Representative Office
245 Fisherville Road Toronto - Ontario M2R 3S4 Canada
Tel.: +1 416 667 0191
CHINA
China Honorary Representative Office
RM 701, A International Trade Building, No Longkum Rd., Haikou, Hainan,
570125 P R C
Tel.: +86 898 677 9481 Fax: +86 898 679 5625
FRANCE
Paris Honorary Representative Office
4 Rue Andre Colledebousuf - 75016 Paris France
Tel.: +33 (0)1 4050 0177 Fax: +33 (0)1 4647 6868
GERMANY
Köln Honorary Representative Office
Auf Dem Platz 3, 53577 Neustadt Wied - Deutschland
Tel.: +49 (0) 2683 32748 Fax: +49 (0) 2683 31723
Bavarian Honorary Attaché
Hauptstr 12A 92369, Buchberg/Sengenthal - Deutschland
Tel.: +49 (0) 9181 907 343
Fax: +49 (0) 9181 296 376
Bavarian Honorary Representative Office
Steiner Strasse 13.91161, Hilpoltstein - Deutschland
Tel.: 09174 889
HUNGARY
Hungarian Honorary Representative Office
European Office, Karinthy F.U.14, H-1111, Budapest - hUNGARY
Tel.: +36 1 361 0009 Fax: +36 1 386 6582
ITALY
Rome Honorary Representative
14 Viale Gorizia - 00198 Rome Italy
Tel.: +39 6 841 2353 / 841 2349 Fax: +39 6 841 2354
PAKISTAN
Islamabad Representative Office
315-B Khayaban – E-lqbal, F 7/2 - P.O. Box: 2165 Islamabad, Pakistan
Tel.: +92 51 227 8064 / 227 8066 / 227 8067
Fax: +92 51 227 8125 / 227 8065
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SAUDI ARABIA
Saudi Arabia Honorary Representative Office
King Abdulaziz Hospital, P.O. Box: 31467 Jeddah - 21497 Kingdom of
Saudi Arabia
Tel.: +966 2 637 5555 Fax: +966 2 637 9442
SOUTH AFRICA
South Africa Honorary Representative Office
P.O. Box: 1203 Meyerton 1960 - Republic of South Africa
Tel.: +27 (0) 163 620 299
Fax: +27 (0) 163 620 292
SWITZERLAND
Mission Permanente de la Turquie
Aupres de I’ONEI.C.C20 Route de Pre-bois ConePostale: 18071215,
Geneva 15 - Switzerland
Tel.: +41 22710 71 51 Fax: +41 22710 71 50
TURKEY
Ankara Embassy
Rabat Sokak No. 20, Gaziosmanpasa 06700, Ankara-Turkey
Tel.: +90 312 446 2920 / 446 0185 / 437 6031
Fax: +90 312 446 5238
Istanbul Consulate General
Yeni Gelin Sokak No. B 42/1 Balmumcu,Besiktas, Istanbul-Turkey
Tel.: +90 212 227 3490 / 227 3491 / 227 3492 Fax: +90 212 227
3493
Antalya Honorary Representative
Konyaalti Cad. Yapan Apt. Kat:1 D:1 Antalya-Turkey
Tel.: +90 242 244 1327 Fax: +90 242 244 1328
Izmir Representative Office
Ziya Gokalp Bulvari, No. 11/2, Alsancak Izmir-Turkey
Tel.: +90 232 421 7704
Mersin Consulate
Atatürk Caddesi, No 71/3 Mersin 33016, Turkey
Tel.: +90 324 237 2482 Fax: +90 324 237 2520
UNITED ARAB EMIRATES
Abu Dhabi Representative Office
Khalifa Bin Zayet Street, The Blue Tower Suite 704-A, P.O. Box: 45061
Abu Dhabi, U.A.E
Tel.: +971 2 627 2977 Fax: +971 2 627 0844
UNITED KINGDOM
London Representative Office
29, Bedford Square, London WCIB 3EG, United Kingdom
Tel.: +44 207 631 1920 (3 lines) Fax: +44 207 631 1948
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
Washington Representative Office
1667, K.Street, NW. Suite: 690, Washington D.C. 20006 U.S.A
Tel.: +1 202 887 6198 Fax: +1 202 467 0685
New York Representative Office
821, United Nations Plaza 6th floor, New York, N.Y. 10017 U.S.A
Tel.: +1 212 687 2350 Fax: +1 212 949 6872

TOURISM
INFORMATION
& MISSIONS
ISTANBUL
Cumhuriyet Cad., 295/24 Harbiye 80230 – İstanbul
Tel. (0212) 296 34 75 Fax. + (0212) 464 59 23
IZMIR
Atatürk Cad., 312 B – Alsancak – İzmir
Tel. (0232) 464 58 93
Fax. (0232) 464 59 23
ANTALYA
6/1 Kaleiçi Yat Limanı – Antalya
Tel. (0242) 243 39 56
Fax. (0242) 243 39 58
UNITED KINGDOM
29 Bedford Street, London WC 1B 3EG – England
Tel. 00 44 207 361 19 30 Fax. 00 44 207 631 18 73
GERMANY
Beserler Str., 35 37 UTO HOF 60329 Frankfurt – Deutschland
Tel. 00 49 692 400 79 46
FOREIGN MISSIONS IN NORTHERN CYPRUS
AUSTRALIAN HIGH COMMISSION, INFORMATION BUREAU
AUSTRALIAN HIGH COMMISSION, INFORMATION BUREAU
Tel. + 90 392 227 73 32
BRITISH HIGH COMMISSION
Tel. +90 392 228 38 61 Fax. +90 392 228 70 54
BRITISH COUNCIL
Tel. +90 392 227 49 38
EU SUPPORT OFFICE
Tel. +90 392 228 79 07 Fax. +90 392 228 78 20
FRENCH EMBASSY, NORTH CYPRUS OFFICE
Tel. +90 392 228 33 28
GERMAN EMBASSY, NORTH CYPRUS OFFICE-INFORMATION BUREAU
Tel. +90 392 227 51 61
TURKISH EMBASSY
Tel. +90 392 227 23 14 Fax. +90 392 228 22 09
EMBASSY OF USA NORTHERN OFFICE
Tel. +90 392 225 24 40 Fax. +90 392 225 24 42
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Incentive Principles

INCENTIVES

For Charter Flights With The Exception Of Republic Of Turkey
1. Provides incentives to tour operators and/or KITSAB member tourism and travel agencies that fly tourists into the country using charter flights to Ercan Airport from any part of the
world, with the exception of the Republic of Turkey, between the dates of 1 January 2011 and 31 December 2013. For 2 to 12 age group 50 % of the incentive payments are to be
effective.
2. In the event of tourists travelling from any part of countries excluding the Republic of Turkey, to Ercan Airport, and staying in the KITOB member touristic establishments and are
certified by the Hotels Committee or that are members of Karpaz Eco Tourism Association, an incentive of 50 € per person will be paid to the tour operators through KITSAB member
tourism and travel agency regardless of the number of tourists.
3. For tourists accommodated within the scope of this document, a marketing incentive of 15 € per person is paid to tour operators.
4. Within the scope of this document, to the KITSAB member tourism and travel agency, which is the local representative of the tourists travelling and staying, an incentive of 5 € is
paid per person for each tourist legally authorized to accommodate.
5. Under the charter flight operation framework for bringing tourists to the TRNC, with the condition of the average number of tourists per flight being no less than 108, the incentive
payments per flight are made as in the following table.
Average Occupancy Rate Per
Flight (%)

Incentive Payment Per Flight
When Less Than 10.000
Tourists Are On Board (€)

Incentive Payment Per
Flight When 10.000 Or More Tourists
Are On Board (€)

2.000

3.500

2.500

4.000

70 - 74

3.000

4.500

75 +

3.500

5.500

60 - 64
65 - 69

6. An additional one time only incentive payment can be made to the tour operator for bringing tourists to the TRNC from any destination through charter flights under the following
conditions:
Number of Tourists on Board
A minimum of 1.500 tourists on board

Incentive Amount Paid (€ )
→

15.000

→

25.000

A minimum of 7.500 tourists on board

→

55.000

A minimum of 10.000 tourists on board

→

100.000

A minimum of 15.000 tourists on board

→

200.000

A minimum of 20.000 tourists on board

→

300.000

A minimum of 25.000 tourists on board

→

500.000

A minimum of 30.000 tourists on board

→

850.000

A minimum of 5.000 tourists on board

7. The charter flight operation to bring tourists to the TRNC should be made up of at least 12 consecutive flights (excluding empty flights) or the sum of tourists brought should be
at least 1.296 with the condition of an average of 108 people on board per flight. After the evaluation of the Ministry of Tourism on each flight schedule as well as the destination
characteristics, for charter flights suitable for the incentive scope, an incentive payment of two empty flights (one inbound and one outbound journey) is made to cover the first and the
last flights. The amount for the empty flight incentive is calculated by considering the flight agreement. However, any differences in the length of the operation, number of flights, and/
or any other differences in the operation does not necessitate an increase in the amount of the empty flights (inbound-outbound) incentive payment specified in this article. In cases
where the charter operation is made up of multiple destinations from different countries, it is possible to make an incentive payment of two empty flights (inbound-outbound) for every
country for the same operation.
8. Under article 1. for each tourist flown to the TRNC and accommodated in 1-2-3 star hotels that are KITOB members and are certified by the Hotels Committee and/or in touristic
establishments that are members of Karpaz Eco Tourism Association, an extra incentive payment of 0.7 € per tourist is made to the tour operator in addition to the incentive payment
stated in article 2.
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9. Within the scope of this document, at destinations organized by the charter operations, if there are no efforts in place on advertising, publicity or branding by the Ministry of Tourism
and/or if the advertising, publicity or branding efforts conducted by the Ministry are deemed insufficient, the Ministry can pay the tour operator an incentive to conduct these efforts in
accordance with the table below, subject to a minimum of 1.500 tourists being brought in per calendar year. The said incentive depends on the plans, project and budget efforts to be
evaluated by the Ministry and a Ministry approval to be obtained first.
Number of Tourists That Need to be Carried

Total Amount (€)

1.500 – 5.000

10.000

5.001 – 10.000

20.000

10.001 – 15.000

40.000

15.001 – 20.000

60.000

20.001 +

100.000

10. Upon request and where deemed appropriate, the Ministry can sign a protocol, contract and/or letter of understanding comprising of articles determined in this document with the
tour operators organising the charter operation. However, any protocol, contract and/or letter of understanding signed can not contain any items and/or conditions which may results
in a positive increase on the incentive amounts given in this document.
11. In this document, Euro (€) is the base currency for the incentive payments specified, however, for all payments for charter operations organised from the United Kingdom destinations Sterling (Stg./GBP) will be the currency used. Within the scope of this document, payments made in Sterling (Stg./GBP) will be subject to the rate 1 € = 0,8 Stg./GBP.
Nevertheless, in the event of a possible fluctuation, the Ministry will change the exchange rate by taking into account the TRNC Central Bank data.
12. Applications with regards to the charter operations within the scope of this incentive document are made to the Ministry of Tourism. Fundamental rules for the assessment of the
applications will be determined with the Audit Protocol. In line with this, all manner of facts and documents will be submitted to the organisations determined with the Audit Protocol.
Following on from the initial incentive request applications being made to Ministry central units, necessary assessments are carried out and the applications are sent to the Ministry.
The incentive payments are made with the approval of the assessment results by the Ministry.
13. The incentive payments due within the scope of this document are made to the tour operator and/or to the KITSAB member tourism and travel agency subject to the adherence
to the conditions in this document.
14. Within the scope of this document a pre-payment system is used. The basic criterion for the pre-payment is an absolute bank guarantee (performance bond).
15. During the incentive payment requests within the scope of this document, the relevant documents for the flight agreement reached between the tour operator and the airline
company should also be submitted to the Ministry.
16. The tour operator is obligated to utilize a questionnaire on board the plane to collect information from the tourists and submit them to the Ministry. The information gathered will
be used for review and statistics purposes.
17. Within the scope of this document, incentive payment requests should be submitted to the Ministry not later than three months after the event. Applications made later than three
months after the event will not be processed.
18. Following the assessment reports reaching them, the Ministry pledges to complete the relevant processes and to obtain the approval on the relevant section from the Council of
Ministers within 20 days at the latest.
19. Every six months, the Ministry will conduct a review of the present position on the incentives with inputs from organizations that can benefit from the incentive document and
modifications will be made to the incentive document if deemed necessary.
20. The incentives will be reflected to customer costs and these reflections will be followed by the Ministry with diligence. The payments made within the scope of this document apply
to each tourist once only.
21. Organisations compensated with the incentive pay and then found to have made false declarations will pay back the amount received and will be prosecuted within 15 days.
Furthermore, the said organisation will not benefit in any form from incentive programs that may be implemented in the next 5 years.
22. Under these incentive principles, 70 % of the incentive payments will be met by the Tourism Development Project, and the remaining 30 % by the Tourism Development and
Publicity Fund.
23. The 23 articles of this document will be considered in its entirety.
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INCENTIVES
For Special Interest Groups And Closed Groups
(Seminar, Convention, Conference, Meeting, And Holiday Group Deals)
1. Provides incentives for flying tourists (which meet the definition under article 2) into the country through Ercan Airport from any part of the world between the dates of 1 January
2011 and 31 December 2013 (with the exception of the period between 15 June and 31 August) by KITSAB member tourism and travel agencies, and accommodating them in touristic
establishments that are KITOB members and are certified by the Hotels Committee or that are members of Karpaz Eco Tourism Association. For 2 to 12 age group 50 % of the incentive
payments are to be effective.
2. Within the scope of this document, taking into account the conditions in our country, the incentives provided to the tourists who are in special interest groups defined in world tourism
literature and approved by the Ministry or who are in Seminar, Convention, Conference, Meeting, and Holiday Group Deals.
3. Special interest groups will be made up of at least 10 persons while the seminar, convention, conference, meeting, and holiday group deals will be made up of at least 40 persons.
4. Under the articles 1., 2. and 3., the tour operators that organize accommodation to special interest groups will be given incentive payment per tourist as shown below.
Region

Amount To Be Paid Per Tourist (€)

Turkey

For groups that will stay for at least five nights→ 35
For groups that will stay for at least seven nights→ 45

Other

For groups that will stay for at least five nights → 50
For groups that will stay for at least seven nights → 65
For groups that will stay for at least four nights under the multiple
destination scope
→ 55

5. Within the scope of this document, the detailed information of the special interest tourist groups that are being brought to the TRNC and accommodated, and the application
which includes the TRNC program, will be submitted to the Ministry 3 days before the event at most. Upon the Ministry’s review of the said application and approval of it being in
accordance with article 2., the special interest groups will be evaluated under the incentive scope. The incentive payment will be made in light of the assessment conducted by the
Ministry on all requested facts and documents.
6. Under the articles 1. and 4. of this document, for special interest tourists brought to the TRNC and staying for at least 4-7 nights in touristic establishments that are KITOB members
and are certified by the Hotels Committee or that are members of Karpaz Eco Tourism Association, an advertisement incentive of 15 € per head will be paid to the tour operator. However, this amount is 20 € for tourists travelling from the United Kingdom.
7. For special interest groups staying in 1-2-3 star hotels and/or in touristic establishments that are members of Karpaz Eco Tourism Association, an extra incentive payment of 0.8 €
per tourist is made in addition to the incentive payment stated in article 4.
8. For closed groups (seminar, convention, conference, meeting, and holiday group deals) that are flown to and are accommodated in the TRNC under the articles 1., 2. and 3., an
incentive payment is paid to the tour operator or the airline with the condition of reflecting the given incentive amounts on the ticket prices as discounts. This incentive payment is made
subject to the a) and b) clauses below:
a)
Region
Turkey

Amount To Be Paid Per Person (€)
* For groups that will stay for at least two nights →

15

* For groups that will stay for at least three nights → 30

Other

For groups that will stay for at least three nights → 40

For groups of more than 500 persons that will
stay for at least two nights → 50

b) Under the conditions of the clause (a) for groups of at least 120 persons that are flown to the TRNC in additional charter flights organized, an incentive payment of 50 € per person
is made subject to the notification of the Ministry within 7 days before the agreed flight arrangement is implemented.
9. Within the scope of this document, to the KITSAB member tourism and travel agency, which is the local representative of the tourists travelling and staying, an incentive of 5 € is
paid per each tourist legally authorized to accommodate. However, this payment is 10 € for tourists travelling from the United Kingdom.
10. In this document, Euro (€) is the base currency for the incentive payments specified, however, for all payments for charter operations organised from the United Kingdom destinations, Sterling (Stg./GBP) will be the currency used. Within the scope of this document, payments made in Sterling (Stg./GBP) will be subject to the rate 1 € = 0,8 Stg./GBP. Nevertheless, in the event of a possible fluctuation, the Ministry may change the exchange rate by taking into account the TRNC Central Bank data.
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11. Under the conditions of article 8., the tour operator, tourism and travel agency from the TRNC and/or the relevant airline are obliged to submit an application containing facts and
documents showing the discount being applied to the airline tickets for groups, if it exists, as well as records with detailed information on the inbound-outbound, accommodation, programme of the said groups to the Ministry in 3 days at most before the event. Any discounts made by the airline are subject to the approval of the Ministry. Unless the Ministry approves
of the discount, no incentive payments are made to the airline under the said article.
12. Within the scope of this document, applications by the tour operators or tourism and travel agencies that fly tourists in are made to the Ministry. Fundamental rules for the assessment
of the applications will be determined with the Audit Protocol. In line with this, all manner of facts and documents will be submitted to the organisations determined with the Audit Protocol.
Following on from the initial incentive request applications being made to Ministry’s central units, necessary assessments are carried out and the applications are sent to the Ministry.
The incentive payments are made with the approval of the assessment results by the Ministry.
13. Within the scope of this document a pre-payment system is used. The basic criterion for the pre-payment is an absolute bank guarantee (performance bond).
14. The incentive payments due within the scope of this document are made to the tour operator and/or to the KITSAB member tourism and travel agency subject to the adherence to
the conditions in this document.
15. Within the scope of this document, incentive payment requests should be submitted to the Ministry no later than three months after the event. Applications made later than three
months after the event will not be processed.
16. Following the assessment reports reaching them, the Ministry pledges to complete the relevant processes and to obtain the approval on the relevant section from the Council of
Ministers within 20 days at the latest.
17. Every six months, the Ministry will conduct a review of the present position on the incentives with inputs from organizations that can benefit from the incentive document and modifications will be made to the incentive document if deemed necessary.
18. The incentives will be reflected to customer costs and these reflections will be followed by the Ministry with diligence. The payments made within the scope of this document apply
to each tourist once only.
19. Organisations compensated with the incentive pay and then found to have made false declarations will pay back the amount received and will be prosecuted within 15 days. Furthermore, the said organisation will not benefit in any form from incentive programs that may be implemented in the next 5 years.
20. Under these incentive principles, 70 % of the incentive payments will be met by the Tourism Development Project, and the remaining 30 % by the Tourism Development and Publicity
Fund.
21. The 21 articles of this document will be considered in its entirety.
For The Republic Of Turkey
1. Provides incentives for flying tourists (which meet the definition under article 2) into the country through Ercan Airport from any part of the Republic of Turkey between the dates of 1
January 2011 and 31 December 2013 (with the exception of the period between 1 June and 31 August) by KITSAB member tourism and travel agencies, and excluding bayram and public
holidays, accommodating them in touristic establishments that are KITOB members and are certified by the Hotels Committee or that are members of Karpaz Eco Tourism Association.
For 2 to 12 age group 50 % of the incentive payments are to be effective.
2. Within the scope of article 1. and subject to the conditions of this document, tour operators are paid incentive payments for tourists that use the tour operators to fly in to the TRNC
through Ercan Airport, and stay in touristic establishments that are KITOB members and are certified by the Hotels Committee or that are members of Karpaz Eco Tourism Association.
The payments are made to the tour operators through the TRNC tourism and travel agency.
3. For tourists flying in through the Ercan Airport and accommodated subject to the conditions of this document, tour operators are to be paid as below;
a)

For each tourist staying a minimum of four nights: 15 € (excluding the period of 1 June to 31 August)

b)

For each tourist staying a minimum of five nights: 25 € (excluding the period of 1 June to 31 August)

c)

For each tourist staying a minimum of seven nights: 35 € (excluding the period of 1 June to 31 August)

d)

For each tourist staying a minimum of four nights: 30 € (in February)

4. Under article 1. for each tourist flown to the TRNC and accommodated in 1-2-3 star hotels that are KITOB members and are certified by the Hotels Committee and/or in touristic
establishments that are members of Karpaz Eco Tourism Association for at least three nights, an incentive payment of 15 € per person is made to the tour operator.
5. Within the scope of this document, to the KITSAB member tourism and travel agency, which is the local representative of the tourists travelling and staying, an incentive of 5 € is paid
per each tourist it is legally authorized to accommodate.
6. Within the scope of this document, applications by the tour operators or tourism and travel agencies that fly tourists in are made to the Ministry. Fundamental rules for the assessment
of the applications will be determined with the Audit Protocol. In line with this, all manner of facts and documents will be submitted to the organisations determined with the Audit Protocol.
Following on from the initial incentive request applications being made to Ministry central units, necessary assessments are carried out and the applications are sent to the Ministry. The
incentive payments are made with the approval of the assessment results by the Ministry.
7. The incentive payments due within the scope of this document are made to the tour operator and/or to the KITSAB member tourism and travel agency subject to the adherence to
the conditions in this document.
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8. Within the scope of this document, incentive payment requests should be submitted to the Ministry no later than three months after the event. Applications made later than three
months after the event will not be processed.
9. Following the assessment reports reaching them, the Ministry pledges to complete the relevant processes and to obtain the approval on the relevant section from the Council of
Ministers within 20 days at the latest.
10. Every six months the Ministry will conduct a review of the present position on the incentives with inputs from organizations that can benefit from the incentive document and
modifications will be made to the incentive document if deemed necessary.
11. The incentives will be reflected to customer costs and these reflections will be followed by the Ministry with diligence. The payments made within the scope of this document apply
to each tourist once only.
12. Organisations compensated with the incentive pay and then found to have made false declarations will pay back the amount received and will be prosecuted within 15 days.
Furthermore, the said organisation will not benefit in any form from incentive programs that may be implemented in the next 5 years.
13. Under these incentive principles, 70 % of the incentive payments will be met by the Tourism Development Project, and the remaining 30 % by the Tourism Development and
Publicity Fund.
14. The 14 articles of this document will be considered in its entirety.
For All Other Countries Excluding The Republic Of Turkey
1. Provides incentives to tour operators and/or KITSAB member tourism and travel agencies that fly tourists into the country from any part of the world through air travel, with the
exception of the Republic of Turkey, between the dates of 1 January 2011 and 31 December 2013 (excluding the period of 1 June to 31 August for England). For 2 to 12 age group
50 % of the incentive payments are to be effective.
2. In the event of tourists travelling from any part of a country excluding the Republic of Turkey, by air travel, and staying for a minimum of five nights in touristic establishments that
are KITOB members and are certified by the Hotels Committee or that are members of Karpaz Eco Tourism Association, incentive payments are made under the following conditions
regardless of the number of tourists.
Length of Stay

Incentive Payment Per Tourist (€)

A minimum of 5 nights

40

A minimum of 6 nights

45
A minimum of 7 nights
For England Only :
* April, May, September, October,
November : 60
* December, January, February, March : 65
For All Countries Except England:
* April, May, September, October,
November : 60
* December, January, February, March : 65
* June, July, August : 50

3. Under article 1. for each tourist brought to the TRNC and accommodated in 1-2-3 star hotels that are KITOB members and are certified by the Hotels Committee and/or in touristic
establishments that are members of Karpaz Eco Tourism Association, an extra incentive payment of 0.8 € per person is made to the tour operator in addition to the incentive payment
stated in article 2
4. Within the scope of this document, and without prejudice to articles 2. and 3., an additional incentive of 15 € per person will be paid to the tour operator with the conditions of a
minimum of 250 people to travel to the TRNC on part-charter (guaranteed seats) flights in one calendar year and with the submission of the flight agreement to the Ministry.
5. Within the scope of this document, and only once per calendar year, an extra incentive will be paid to the tour operators for each tourist flying in, according to the following table.
Number of Tourists Accommodated

Extra Incentive Payment Per Tourist (€)

1.000-2.000

2

2.001-4.000

4

4.001-6.000

6

6.001-8.000

8

8.001 +

10

6. Within the scope of this document, for tourists flying in to the TRNC through multiple destinations, incentive payments are made according to the following table, subject to the
production of documents for entering and leaving as well as the accommodation details in the previous country/countries, and with the condition of staying for a minimum of 3 nights
in the TRNC.
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Number of Tourists Accommodated

Extra Incentive Payment Per Tourist (€)

500-1.000

20

1.001-1.500

25

1.501-2.000

30

2.000 +

35

7. Within the scope of this document, an advertisement incentive of 15 € per person will be paid to the tour operator for tourists accommodated. However, this amount is 20 € for
tourists travelling from the United Kingdom.
8. Within the scope of this document, to the KITSAB member tourism and travel agency, which is the local representative of the tourists travelling and staying, an incentive of 5 € is
paid per head for each tourist it is legally authorized to accommodate. However, this amount is 10 € for tourists travelling from the United Kingdom.
9. In the event of bringing tourists in through sea travel and accommodating them in touristic establishments that are KITOB members and are certified by the Hotels Committee or that
are members of Karpaz Eco Tourism Association, 50% of the diesel fuel used per trip (consisting of one inbound and one outbound journey) of the sea-travel company is subsidized.
Furthermore, up to 4.000 € is paid to the sea-travel company for each trip consisting of one inbound and one outbound journey. However, these payments will be made after the
submission of the original payment receipts and any other facts and documents that are required.
10. The principles for tourist incentives, advertisement contribution and/or contributions for cruise operations for bringing tourists to the TRNC through sea travel will be determined in
the case of the project being submitted to the Ministry and by considering the condition of the Market.
11. Due to the difficulties in implementations in the Syria Market, up to 2.000 € contribution will be made per each trip consisting of one inbound and one outbound journey to this
destination to the sea-travel company without the requirement of any documentation.
12. Within the scope of this document, applications by the tour operators or tourism and travel agencies that bring tourists in are made to the Ministry. Fundamental rules for the
assessment of the applications will be determined with the Audit Protocol. In line with this, all manner of facts and documents will be submitted to the organisations determined with the
Audit Protocol. Following on from the initial incentive request applications being made to Ministry central units, necessary assessments are carried out and the applications are sent
to the Ministry. The incentive payments are made with the approval of the assessment results by the Ministry.
13. In this document, Euro (€) is the base currency for the incentive payments specified, however, for all payments for charter operations organised from the United Kingdom destinations Sterling (Stg./GBP) will be the currency used. Within the scope of this document, payments made in Sterling (Stg./GBP) will be subject to the rate 1 = 0,8 Stg./GBP. Nevertheless,
in the event of a possible fluctuation the Ministry may change the exchange rate by taking into account the TRNC Central Bank data.
14. Within the scope of this document a pre-payment system is used. The basic criterion for the pre-payment is an absolute bank guarantee.
15. The incentive payments due within the scope of this document are made to the tour operator and/or to the KITSAB member tourism and travel agency subject to the adherence
to the conditions in this document.
16. Within the scope of this document, incentive payment requests should be submitted to the Ministry no later than three months after the event. Applications made later than three
months after the event will not be processed.
17. Following the assessment reports reaching them, the Ministry pledges to complete the relevant processes and to obtain the approval on the relevant section from the Council of
Ministers within 20 days at the latest.
18. Every six months the Ministry will conduct a review of the present position on the incentives with inputs from organizations that can benefit from the incentive document and
modifications will be made to the incentive document if deemed necessary.
19. The incentives will be reflected to customer costs and these reflections will be followed by the Ministry with diligence. The payments made within the scope of this document apply
to each tourist once only.
20. Organisations compensated with the incentive pay and then found to have made false declarations will pay back the amount received and will be prosecuted within 15 days.
Furthermore, the said organisation will not benefit in any form from incentive programs that may be implemented in the next 5 years.
21. Under these incentive principles, 70 % of the incentive payments will be met by the Tourism Development Project, and the remaining 30 % by the Tourism Development and
Publicity Fund.
22. The 22 articles of this document will be considered in its entirety.
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+90 392 675 10 00
YAKIN DOĞU ÜNİVERSİTESİ HASTANESİ
w w w. n e a r e a s t h o s p i t a l . c o m

CONSULTANT DOCTORS
ADVANCED TECHNOLOGY
UP-TO-DATE KNOWLEDGE
SUPERIOR COMFORT
We are making the ultimate difference in medical tourism on the island. We combine the
latest advanced technology, supervised by consultant doctors with up-to-date knowledge all
within a superior comfortable environment.

GRAPHIC DESIGN: GOKHAN OKUR, NEU, FACULTY of FINE ARTS AND DESIGN

Medikal Turizm’de en ileri teknolojiyi, güncel bilgi ve yüksek konforla birleştirerek, konusunun uzmanı doktorlarımızla adada fark yaratıyoruz.

YA K I N D O Ğ U T U R İ Z M İ Ş L E T M E L E R İ

NEAR EAST TOURISM SERVICES

http://tourism.neu.edu.tr • 0090 392 223 44 21

